Appendix III: 2005 Publications

RI MUHC Investigators affiliated with Department of Medicine

Antel, Jack Perry

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Antel J.
Oligodendrocyte/myelin injury and repair as a function of the central nervous system environment.
PubMed: 16384636

Arbour N, Rastikerdar E, McCrea E, Lapierre Y, Dorr J, Bar-Or A, Antel JP.
Upregulation of TRAIL expression on human T lymphocytes by interferon beta and glatiramer acetate.
PubMed: 16320724

Interferon beta promotes nerve growth factor secretion early in the course of multiple sclerosis.
PubMed: 15824253

Prat A, Biernacki K, Antel JP.
Th1 and Th2 lymphocyte migration across the human BBB is specifically regulated by interferon beta and copolymer-1.
PubMed: 15829404

Kinin B1 receptor expression on multiple sclerosis mononuclear cells: correlation with magnetic resonance imaging T2-weighted lesion volume and clinical disability.
PubMed: 15883268

Expression of the immune-tolerogenic major histocompatibility molecule HLA-G in multiple sclerosis: implications for CNS immunity.
PubMed: 16123145

Review Articles, Invited Publications

Jack C, Ruffini F, Bar-Or A, Antel JP.
Microglia and multiple sclerosis.
PubMed: 15948188

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of
** V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see Page 1 of 90
Prat A, Antel J.
Pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis.
Review Article PubMed: 15891404

Barkun, Alan Nicholas
Status **

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


Heartburn-dominant, uninvestigated dyspepsia: a comparison of 'PPI-start' and 'H2-RA-start' management strategies in primary care--the CADET-HR Study.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15882239

Bardou M, Toubouti Y, Benhaberou-Brun D, Rahme E, Barkun AN.
Meta-analysis: proton-pump inhibition in high-risk patients with acute peptic ulcer bleeding.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15771753

The role of ciprofloxacin in prolonging polyethylene biliary stent patency: a multicenter, double-blinded effectiveness study.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15797227

The yield and the predictors of esophageal pathology when upper endoscopy is used for the initial evaluation of dysphagia.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15933679

A randomized trial comparing omeprazole, ranitidine, cisapride, or placebo in helicobacter pylori negative, primary care patients with dyspepsia: the CADET-HN Study.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15984968

See: Dial, Sandra (Dial S et al).

See: Fallone, Carlo A (Bensoussan K et al).

See: Fallone, Carlo A (Degl' Innocenti A et al).

See: Fallone, Carlo A (El-Dika S et al).
Barkun, Alan Nicholas

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Invited Publications


Barré, Paul Eugène

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Devins GM, Mendelsohn DC, Barre PE, Taub K, Binik YM.
Predialysis psychoeducational intervention extends survival in CKD: a 20-year follow-up.

Hoffer LJ, Saboohi F, Golden M, Barre PE.
Cobalamin dose regimen for maximum homocysteine reduction in end-stage renal disease.

Kappel J, Holland D, Pichette V, Shoker A, Soltys G, Verrelli M, Singer J.
Canadian randomized trial of hemoglobin maintenance to prevent or delay left ventricular mass growth in patients with CKD.

Lindberg JS, Culleton B, Wong G, Borah MF, Clark RV, Shapiro WB, Roger SD, Husserl FE, Klassen PS, Guo MD,
Albizem MB,
Coburn JW.
Cinacalcet HCl, an oral calcimimetic agent for the treatment of secondary hyperparathyroidism in hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis: a randomized, double-blind, multicenter study.

Parfrey PS, Foley RN, Wittreich BH, Sullivan DJ, Zagari MJ, Frei D.
Double-blind comparison of full and partial anemia correction in incident hemodialysis patients without symptomatic heart disease.

Becklake, Margaret R

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Bagatin E, Neder JA, Nery LE, Terra-Filho M, Kavakama J, Castelo A, Capelozzi V, Sette A, Kitamura S, Favero M,
Moreira-Filho DC, Tavares R, Peres C, Becklake MR.
Non-malignant consequences of decreasing asbestos exposure in the Brazil chrysotile mines and mills.

Becklake MR, Ghezzo H, Ernst P.
Childhood predictors of smoking in adolescence: a follow-up study of Montreal schoolchildren.

Naidoo RN, Robins TG, Seixas N, Laloo OG, Becklake M.
Differential respirable dust related lung function effects between current and former South African coal miners.

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
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Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Becklake MR, Shannon J.

Sex and gender differences in airway behaviour across the human life span.

Cowie RL, Murray J, Becklake MR.
Pneumoconioses.

Behr, Marcel A

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Charlet D, Mostowy S, Alexander D, Sit L, Wiker HG, Behr MA.
Reduced expression of antigenic proteins MPB70 and MPB83 in Mycobacterium bovis BCG strains due to a start codon mutation in sigK.

Revisiting the evolution of Mycobacterium bovis.

Scott AN, Menzies D, Tannenbaum TN, Thibert L, Kozak R, Joseph L, Schwartzman K, Behr MA.
Sensitivities and specificities of spoligotyping and mycobacterial interspersed repetitive unit-variable-number tandem repeat typing methods for studying molecular epidemiology of tuberculosis.

Semret M, Alexander DC, Turenne CY, de Haas P, Overduin P, van Soolingen D, Cousins D, Behr MA.
Genomic polymorphisms for Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis diagnostics.

Spreadbury CL, Pallen MJ, Overton T, Behr MA, Mostowy S, Spiro S, Busby SJ, Cole JA.
Point mutations in the DNA- and cNMP-binding domains of the homologue of the cAMP receptor protein (CRP) in Mycobacterium bovis BCG: implications for the inactivation of a global regulator and strain attenuation.

Rate of reinfection tuberculosis after successful treatment is higher than rate of new tuberculosis.

Mostowy S, Behr MA.
The origin and evolution of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.

Review Articles, Invited Publications

Mostowy S, Behr MA.
The origin and evolution of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
Bennett, Hugh Patrick Joseph
Status ** Validation

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Cadieux B, Chitramuthu BP, Baranowski D, Bennett HP.
*The zebrafish progranulin gene family and antisense transcripts.*
BMC Genomics 6:156, 2005 [Electronic publication].
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16277664

Bernard, Nicole Flore
Status ** Validation

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

*Results of an ELISPOT proficiency panel conducted in 11 laboratories participating in international human immunodeficiency virus type 1 vaccine trials.*
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15655646

*Comparison of HIV-specific CD8 T-cell responses among uninfected individuals exposed to HIV parenterally and mucosally.*
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15718835

*Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-specific gamma interferon secretion directed against all expressed HIV genes: relationship to rate of CD4 decline.*
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15795276

See: Routy, Jean-Pierre (Bukczynski J et al).

See: Routy, Jean-Pierre (Serghides L et al).

See: Routy, Jean-Pierre (Troesch M et al).

Bernatsky, Sasha R
Status ** Validation

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

*Race/ethnicity and cancer occurrence in systemic lupus erythematosus.*
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16208671

*An international cohort study of cancer in systemic lupus erythematosus.*
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15880596

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the

Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of ** V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see
Bernatsky, Sasha R

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15868615

Bernatsky S, Dobkin PL, De Civita M, Penrod JR.  
Co-morbidity and physician use in fibromyalgia.  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15729611

Bernatsky S, Hudson M, Sussa S  
Anti-rheumatic drug use and risk of hospitalization for congestive heart failure in rheumatoid arthritis.  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15786627

Bayesian modelling of imperfect ascertainment methods in cancer studies.  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15977290

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16162903

See: Clarke, Ann Elaine (Clarke AE et al).

See: Da Costa, Deborah M (Da Costa D et al).

See: Pineau, Christian A (Costa DD et al).

Review Articles, Invited Publications
Bernatsky S, Ramsey-Goldman R, Clarke A.  
Exploring the links between systemic lupus erythematosus and cancer.  
Review Article PubMed: 15922152

Bitton, Alain

Status ** Validation

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Bitton A, Wild G, Lewis CM, Annese V, Mathew CG, Rioux J D.  
Association of DLG5 R30Q variant with inflammatory bowel disease.  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15841097


* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.
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Blostein, Rhoda  *

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Segall L, Mezzetti A, Scanzano R, Gargus JJ, Purisima E, Blostein R.
Alterations in the alpha2 isoform of Na,K-ATPase associated with familial hemiplegic migraine type 2.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16037212

Zouzoulas A, Dunham PB, Blostein R.
The effect of the gamma modulator on Na/K pump activity of intact mammalian cells.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16007503

**Bourbeau, Jean**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Self-management reduces both short- and long-term hospitalisation in COPD.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 16264046

Human metapneumovirus infection in adults with community-acquired pneumonia and exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16028158

A Canadian, multicentre, randomized clinical trial of home-based pulmonary rehabilitation in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: rationale and methods.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 16003455

Schlecht NF, Schwartzman K, Bourbeau J.
Dyspnea as clinical indicator in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16541601

Wang Q, Bourbeau J.
Outcomes and health-related quality of life following hospitalization for an acute exacerbation of COPD.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15955146

See: Menzies, Dick (McKnight J et al).

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

Bourbeau J, Perrault H.
Physiologic basis for pulmonary rehabilitation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
In: Physiologic Basis of Respiratory Disease, pp 733-44, Hamid Q, Shannon J, Martin J (eds), B.C. Decker, Inc.,
Chapter ISBN: 1550092367

Bourbeau J, Soicher J.
The challenge of self-management.
Chapter ISBN: 9780340810170

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
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Bourbeau, Jean

Griffith T, Bourbeau J.
The economics of pulmonary rehabilitation and self-management education for patients with COPD.

Bourque, Charles William

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Chakfe Y, Zhang Z, Bourque CW.
IL-1beta directly excites isolated rat supraoptic neurons via upregulation of the osmosensory cation current.

Naeini RS, Witty MF, Seguela P, Bourque CW.
An N-terminal variant of Trpv1 channel is required for osmosensory transduction.

Review Articles, Invited Publications
Brown CH, Bourque CW.
Mechanisms of rhythmogenesis: insights from hypothalamic vasopressin neurons.

Brassard, Alain *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Rosen N, Watters AK, Brassard A.
Classic Kaposi's sarcoma in the Inuit of northern Quebec.

Brassard, Paul

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
See: Brophy, James M (Brophy JM et al).

See: Loo, Vivian Grace (Loo VG et al).

See: Schwartzman, Kevin Jeremy (Richards B et al).

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the

Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of ** V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see
Brewer, Timothy Francis

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Brewer TF, Heymann SJ.  
*Long time due: reducing tuberculosis mortality in the 21st century.*  
**Review Article**  
PubMed: 16216642

Brophy, James M

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Beaulieu MD, Brophy J, Jacques A, Blais R, Battista RN, Lebeau R.  
*Physicians' attitudes to the pharmacological treatment of patients with stable angina pectoris.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 15625353

Bogaty P, Brophy JM, Boyer L, Simard S, Joseph L, Bertrand F, Dagenais GR.  
*Fluctuating inflammatory markers in patients with stable ischemic heart disease.*  
Arch Intern Med 165(2):221-6, 2005.  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 15668370

Brophy JM, Brassard P, Bourgault C.  
*The benefit of cholesterol-lowering medications after coronary revascularization: a population study.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 1606931

Brophy JM, Erickson LJ.  
*Cost-effectiveness of drug-eluting coronary stents in Quebec, Canada.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 16110712

Ducharme A, Doyon O, White M, Rouleau JL, Brophy JM.  
*Impact of care at a multidisciplinary congestive heart failure clinic: a randomized trial.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report**  
PubMed: 15997043

Higginson LA.  
*Profile of the cardiovascular specialist physician workforce in Canada.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 16308589

Levesque LE, Brophy JM, Zhang B.  
*The risk for myocardial infarction with cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors: a population study of elderly adults.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 15809459

McGregor M, Brophy JM.  
*End-user involvement in health technology assessment (HTA) development: a way to increase impact.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 15921068

Montreuil B, Bendavid Y, Brophy J.  
*What is so odd about odds?*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 16248140

*Treating the right patient at the right time: access to care in non-ST segment elevation acute coronary syndromes.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 16308588

*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the*  
**Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of**  
**V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see Page 9 of 90**


Review Articles, Invited Publications

Brophy JM.
Celecoxib and cardiovascular risks.

Brophy JM, Joseph L.
Medical decision making with incomplete evidence--choosing a platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor inhibitor for percutaneous coronary interventions.

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Brophy JM, Bogaty P.
Cox-2 inhibitors and coronary risk.
In: Harrison's Online, 2005 [Electronic publication].

Non-Refereed Articles, Institutional Publications

Costa V, Brophy J, McGregor M.
Transplantation of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cells from unrelated donors in adult patients at the MUHC.
Technology Assessment Unit of the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC), 2005.

Costa V, Brophy J, McGregor M.
Vacuum-Assisted Wound Closure Therapy (V.A.C.®).
Technology Assessment Unit of the McGill University Health Centre (MUHC), 2005.

Brouillette, Marie-Josee

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Sheehan NL, Brouillette MJ, Delisle MS, Allan J.
Possible interaction between lopinavir/ritonavir and valproic Acid exacerbates bipolar disorder.

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Brouillette, Marie-Jose’e

Legal and ethical issues.

Buithieu, Jean *

Validation

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Incidence and significance of abnormal hepatic venous Doppler flow velocities before cardiac surgery.

See: Genest, Jacques Jr. (Dorval JF et al).

Cantarovich, Marcelo

Validation

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Best single time points as surrogates to the tacrolimus and mycophenolic acid area under the curve in adult liver transplant patients beyond 12 months of transplantation.

See: Giannetti, Nadia (Nguyen V et al).
Carbonetto, Salvatore

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Zhan Y, Tremblay MR, Melian N, Carbonetto S.  
*Evidence that dystroglycan is associated with dynamin and regulates endocytosis.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 15728588

Cernacek, Peter *

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

See: Hamid, Qutayba A (Govindaraju V et al).

Chalk, Colin Hamill

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Moore FG, Chalk C.  
*How well does neurology residency mirror practice?*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 16408577

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Chalk C.  
*Diseases of spinal roots.*  
**Chapter**  
ISBN: 0721694918

Chouinard, Guy

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Chouinard G, Margoese HC.  
*Manual for the Extrapyramidal Symptom Rating Scale (ESRS).*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 15949657

Gharabawi GM, Bossie CA, Lasser RA, Turkoz I, Rodriguez S, Chouinard G.  
*Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS) and Extrapyramidal Symptom Rating Scale (ESRS): cross-scale comparison in assessing tardive dyskinesia.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Article**  
PubMed: 15913963

Pfeffer G, Chouinard G, Margoese HC.  
*Gabapentin in the treatment of antipsychotic-induced akathisia in schizophrenia.*  
**Peer-Reviewed Case Report**  
PubMed: 15812271

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of **V**: Validated ; **PV**: Partially Validated ; **NV**: Not Validated (see Page 12 of 90
**Review Articles, Invited Publications**
Margolese HC, Chouinard G, Kolivakis TT, Beauclair L, Miller R, Annable L.

*Tardive dyskinesia in the era of typical and atypical antipsychotics. Part 2: Incidence and management strategies in patients with schizophrenia.*
*Review Article PubMed: 16363464
Margolese HC, Chouinard G, Kolivakis TT, Beauclair L, Miller R.
*Tardive dyskinesia in the era of typical and atypical antipsychotics. Part 1: pathophysiology and mechanisms of induction.*
*Review Article PubMed: 16262110

**Clarke, Ann Elaine**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**
Adam V, St-Pierre Y, Fautrel B, Clarke AE, Duffy CM, Penrod JR.

*What is the impact of adolescent arthritis and rheumatism? Evidence from a national sample of Canadians.*
*Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15693099
Clarke AE, Ramsey-Goldman R, Bernatsky S.

*Revisiting the issue of malignancy risk in systemic lupus erythematosus.*
*Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16303109
Fautrel B, Clarke AE, Guillemin F, Adam V, St-Pierre Y, Panaritis T, Fortin PR, Menard HA, Donaldson C, Penrod JR.

*Valuing a hypothetical cure for rheumatoid arthritis using the contingent valuation methodology: the patient perspective.*
*Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15742435

*Use of complementary and alternative therapies by patients with self-reported chronic back pain: a nationwide survey in Canada.*
*Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16256395
Sutcliffe N, Goulet JR, Choquette D, Grodzicky T, Esdaile JM, Clarke AE.

*The systemic lupus erythematosus tri-nation study: longitudinal changes in physical and mental well-being.*
*Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15757968

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).
Clarke, Ann Elaine

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Pineau, Christian A (Bernatsky SR et al).

See: Pineau, Christian A (Costa DD et al).

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**
See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

---

**Congote, Luis Fernando**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Congote LF, DiFalco MR, Gibbs BF.

*Thrombospondin 1, produced by endothelial cells under the action of erythropoietin, stimulates thymidine incorporation into erythroid cells and counteracts the inhibitory action of insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3.*


**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Congote LF.

*Monitoring insulin-like growth factors in HIV infection and AIDS.*


---

**Cosio, Manuel G**

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

Cosio M, Saetta M, Ghezzo H, Baraldo S.

*Structure-Function in COPD.*


---

**Côté, Robert**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Ehrensperger E, Minuk J, Durcan L, Mackey A, Wolfson C, Fontaine AM, Cote R.

*Predictive value of soluble intercellular adhesion molecule-1 for risk of ischemic events in individuals with cerebrovascular disease.*

Côté, Robert MD, Buchan AM [for the Canadian Alteplase for Stroke Effectiveness Study (CASES) Investigators].

*Thrombolysis for acute ischemic stroke: results of the Canadian Alteplase for Stroke Effectiveness Study.*


Review Articles, Invited Publications


*Carotid endarterectomy—an evidence-based review: report of the Therapeutics and Technology Assessment Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology.*


Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Cote R, Minuk J.

*Epidemiology of carotid artery stenosis.*

In: Carotid Artery Stenosis; Current and emerging treatments, pp 11-21, Seemant Chaturvedi & Peter M. Rothwell (eds), Taylor & Francis publishers, Boca Raton, FL. United States, 2005.

Cournoyer, Denis

Review Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


*Long-term outcome of individuals with pure red cell aplasia and anterythropoietin antibodies in patients treated with recombinant epoetin: a follow-up report from the Research on Adverse Drug Events and Reports (RADAR) Project.*


*The Research on Adverse Drug Events and Reports (RADAR) project.*


See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

Cybulsky, Andrey Vladimir

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


*Actin cytoskeleton regulates extracellular matrix-dependent survival signals in glomerular epithelial cells.*


Cybulsky AV, Takano T, Papillon J, Bijian K.

*Role of the endoplasmic reticulum unfolded protein response in glomerular epithelial cell injury.*


Cybulsky AV, Takano T, Papillon J, Bijian K, Guillemette J.

*Activation of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase by complement C5b-9.*

Hao W, Takano T, Guillemette J, Papillon J, Ren G, Cybulsky AV.  
*Induction of apoptosis by the Ste20-like kinase SLK, a germinal center kinase that activates apoptosis signal-regulating kinase and p38.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16316999

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Bijian K, Cybulsky AV.  
*Stress proteins in glomerular epithelial cell injury.*  
Review Article PubMed: 15912024

Cybulsky AV, Quigg RJ, Salant DJ.  
*Experimental membranous nephropathy redux.*  
Review Article PubMed: 16159900

**Da Costa, Deborah M**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Da Costa D, Abrahamowicz M, Lowenstein I, Bernatsky S, Dritsa M, Fitzcharles MA, Dobkin PL.  
*A randomized clinical trial of an individualized home-based exercise programme for women with fibromyalgia.*  
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 16030079

Da Costa D, Dritsa M, Rippen N, Lowenstein I, Khalife S.  
*Health-related quality of life in postpartum depressed women.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16231095

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dobkin, Patricia L (Dobkin PL et al).

**Dasgupta, Kaberi**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Dasgupta K, Grover SA, Da Costa D, Lowenstein I, Yale JF, Rahme E.  
*Impact of modified glucose target and exercise interventions on vascular risk factors.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16256242

*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.

Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of **V**: Validated ; **PV**: Partially Validated ; **NV**: Not Validated (see
Dasgupta, Kaberi
Dasgupta K, Grover SA, Lowensteyn I, Dacosta D, Yale JF, Rahme E.

Improvements in fitness level correlate with reduction in weight and blood pressure: Results of a pilot study.

Sulfonylurea use associated with reduction in blood glucose levels during exercise stress testing.

Decline in diabetes-related self-efficacy following diet and exercise interventions.

See: Pineau, Christian A (Costa DD et al).

See: Rahme, Elham (Rahme E et al).

Review Articles, Invited Publications
Dasgupta K, Menzies D.
Cost-effectiveness of tuberculosis control strategies among immigrants and refugees.

David, Samuel

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Ghasemlou N, Kerr BJ, David S.
Tissue displacement and impact force are important contributors to outcome after spinal cord contusion injury.

Perrin FE, Lacroix S, Aviles-Trigueros M, David S.
Involvement of monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, macrophage inflammatory protein-1alpha and interleukin-1beta in Wallerian degeneration.

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings
David S, Lacroix S.
Role of the immune response in neuroprotection and repair in the injured spinal cord.

Dendukuri, Nandini

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Cole MG, McCusker J, Elie M, Dendukuri N, Latimer E, Belzile E.
Systematic detection and multidisciplinary care of depression in older medical inpatients: a randomized trial.
Dendukuri, Nandini

Comparing the validity of different sources of information on emergency department visits: a latent class analysis.
Med Care 43(3):266-75, 2005.

Dendukuri N, Reinhold C.
Correlation and regression.

Hadgu A, Dendukuri N, Hilden J.
Evaluation of nucleic acid amplification tests in the absence of a perfect gold-standard test: a review of the statistical and epidemiologic issues.
Epidemiology 16(5):604-12, 2005.

McCusker J, Cole M, Dufouil C, Dendukuri N, Latimer E, Windholz S, Elie M.
The prevalence and correlates of major and minor depression in older medical inpatients.

McCusker J, Dendukuri N, Cardinal L, Katofsky L, Riccardi M.
Assessment of the work environment of multidisciplinary hospital staff.

Yaffe MJ, Primeau F, McCusker J, Cole MG, Belzile E, Dendukuri N, Elie M, Laplante J.
BMC Fam Pract 6(1):15, 2005 [Electronic publication].

Dendukuri N, Costa V, McGregor M, Brophy JM.
Probiotic therapy for the prevention and treatment of Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea: a systematic review.

Peginterferon alfa-2a for hepatitis C after liver transplantation: two randomized, controlled trials.

Chatur N, Ramji A, Bain VG, Ma MM, Marotta PJ, Ghent CN, Lilly LB, Heathcote EJ, Deschenes M, Lee SS, Steinbrecher UP, Yoshida EM.
Transplant immunosuppressive agents in non-transplant chronic autoimmune hepatitis: the Canadian association for the study of liver (CASL) experience with mycophenolate mofetil and tacrolimus.

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of ** V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see Page 18 of 90
Dewar, Ken
Status **

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Anderson SK, Dewar K, Goulet ML, Leveque G, Makrigiannis AP.
*Complete elucidation of a minimal class I MHC natural killer cell receptor haplotype.*
[PubMed: 15931229]

Makrigiannis AP, Patel D, Goulet ML, Dewar K, Anderson SK.
*Direct sequence comparison of two divergent class I MHC natural killer cell receptor haplotypes.*
[PubMed: 15674375]

*DNA sequence and analysis of human chromosome 18.*
[PubMed: 16177791]

See: Loo, Vivian Grace (Loo VG et al).

See: Tonin, Patricia Natascia (Presneau N et al).

Di Battista, John Antonio
Status **

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Faour WH, Alaaeddine N, Mancini A, He QW, Jovanovic D, Di Battista JA.
[PubMed: 15640148]

Dial, Sandra
Status **

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Dial S, Delabays E, Albert M, Gonzalez A, Camarda J, Law A, Menzies D.
*Hemodilution and surgical hemostasis contribute significantly to transfusion requirements in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass.*
[PubMed: 16153909]

Dial S, Delaney JA, Barkun AN, Suissa S.
*Use of gastric acid-suppressive agents and the risk of community-acquired Clostridium difficile-associated disease.*
[PubMed: 16144946]
Dobkin, Patricia L  
**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials** 
Charney DA, Palacios-Boix J, Negrete JC, Dobkin PL, Gill KJ.  
*Association between concurrent depression and anxiety and six-month outcome of addiction treatment.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16088008  
De Civita M, Dobkin PL.  
*Pediatric adherence: Conceptual and methodological considerations.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
ISI:000227820600002  
De Civita M, Dobkin PL, Ehrmann Feldman DE, Karp I, Duffy CM.  
*Development and preliminary reproducibility and validity of the Parent Adherence Report Questionnaire: A measure of adherence in Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
Dobkin PL, Abrahamowicz M, Fitzcharles MA, Dritsa M, da Costa D.  
*Maintenance of exercise in women with fibromyalgia.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16208640  
See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Da Costa, Deborah M (Da Costa D et al).

Dunn, Robert James  
**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials** 
Deng Q, Rashid AJ, Fernandez FR, Turner RW, Maler L, Dunn RJ.  
*A C-terminal domain directs Kv3.3 channels to dendrites.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16354911  
Eidelman, David H  
**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials** 
*NOS 1 is required for allergen-induced expression of NOS 2 in mice.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16103686  
Toporsian M, Gros R, Kabir MG, Vera S, Govindaraju K, Eidelman DH, Husain M, Letarte M.  
*A role for endoglin in coupling eNOS activity and regulating vascular tone revealed in hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15718503  

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the...
**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

Eidelman D, Hussain S, Landry J.

*Nitric Oxide and the Lung.*


**Engert, James C**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Dastani Z, Quiogue L, Plaisier C, Engert JC, Marcil M, Genest J, Pajukanta P.

*Evidence for a gene influencing high-density lipoprotein cholesterol on chromosome 4q31.21.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16322534


*Macrophage scavenger receptor 1 999C>T (R293X) mutation and risk of prostate cancer.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15734964

See: Marcil, Michel (Dastani Z et al).

**Ernst, Pierre P**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16157728

Lacasse Y, Archibald H, Ernst P, Boulet LP.

*Patterns and determinants of compliance with inhaled steroids in adults with asthma.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16003458


*Correlates of quality of life in patients with asthma.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15875529

Levesque B, Duchesne JF, Gingras S, Allard P, Delvin E, Aubin J, Rhainds M, Lajoie P, Ernst P.

*Total and specific immunoglobulin E and their relationship to respiratory symptoms in Quebec children and adolescents.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16331314

See: Becklake, Margaret R (Becklake MR et al).
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See: Hamid, Qutayba A (Pepe C et al).

See: Suissa, Samy (Huiart L et al).

See: Suissa, Samy (Suissa S et al).

See: Suissa, Samy (Huiart L et al).

**Essebag, Vidal**  
* Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Essebag V, Platt RW, Abrahamowicz M, Pilote L.  
*Comparison of nested case-control and survival analysis methodologies for analysis of time-dependent exposure.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15670334

**Fallone, Carlo A**  
* Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Bensoussan K, Fallone CA, Barkun AN, Martel M.  
*A sampling of Canadian practice in managing nonvariceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding before recent guideline publication: is there room for improvement?*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16107900

*The influence of demographic factors and health-related quality of life on treatment satisfaction in patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease treated with esomeprazole.*  
Health Qual Life Outcomes 3(1):4, 2005 [Electronic publication].  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15649314

*The impact of illness in patients with moderate to severe gastro-esophageal reflux disease.*  
BMC Gastroenterol 5:23, 2005 [Electronic publication].  
Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16004616

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Review Article  
PubMed: 15685294
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Can J Gastroenterol 19(7):399-408, 2005.

Falutz, Julian Michael

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


A placebo-controlled, dose-ranging study of a growth hormone releasing factor in HIV-infected patients with abdominal fat accumulation.


Fellows, Lesley Kathleen

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Fellows LK, Farah MJ.

Is anterior cingulate cortex necessary for cognitive control?


Fellows LK, Farah MJ.

Dissociable elements of human foresight: a role for the ventromedial frontal lobes in framing the future, but not in discounting future rewards.


Fellows LK, Farah MJ.

Different underlying impairments in decision-making following ventromedial and dorsolateral frontal lobe damage in humans.


Fitzcharles, Mary-Ann

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

See: Da Costa, Deborah M (Da Costa D et al).

See: Dobkin, Patricia L (Dobkin PL et al).
Review Articles, Invited Publications

Fitzcharles MA, Almahrezi A, Shir Y.

Pain: understanding and challenges for the rheumatologist.

Fixman, Elizabeth Dee

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Liao G, Huang J, Fixman ED, Hayward SD.
The Epstein-Barr virus replication protein BBLF2/3 provides an origin-tethering function through interaction with the zinc finger DNA binding protein ZBRK1 and the KAP-1 corepressor.

Flegel, Kenneth M

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Arnes JB, Brunet JS, Stefansson I, Begin LR, Wong N, Chappuis PO, Akslen LA, Foulkes WD.
Placental cadherin and the basal epithelial phenotype of BRCA1-related breast cancer.

Foulkes, William David

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Arnes JB, Brunet JS, Stefansson I, Begin LR, Wong N, Chappuis PO, Akslen LA, Foulkes WD.
A basal epithelial phenotype is more frequent in interval breast cancers compared with screen detected tumors.
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Foulkes, William David

Breast cancer risk following bilateral oophorectomy in BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers: an international case-control study.


Immunohistochemical expression of DNA repair proteins in familial breast cancer differentiate BRCA2-associated tumors.


Kasprzak L, Mesurrolle B, Tremblay F, Galvez M, Halwani F, Foulkes WD.

Invasive breast cancer following bilateral subcutaneous mastectomy in a BRCA2 mutation carrier: a case report and review of the literature.


Changes in body weight and the risk of breast cancer in BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers.


Makriyianni I, Hamel N, Ward S, Foulkes WD, Graw S.

BRCA1:185delAG found in the San Luis Valley probably originated in a Jewish founder.


McVety S, Younan R, Li L, Gordon PH, Wong N, Foulkes WD, Chong G.

Novel genomic insertion--deletion in MLH1: possible mechanistic role for non-homologous end-joining DNA repair.


The risk of ovarian cancer after breast cancer in BRCA1 and BRCA2 carriers.

Obstetrical & Gynecological Survey 60(4):235-6, 2005.


The risk of ovarian cancer after breast cancer in BRCA1 and BRCA2 carriers.

Gynecol Oncol 96(1):222-6, 2005.


Double frameshift mutations in APC and MSH2 in the same individual.


Sun S, Greenwood CM, Thiffault I, Hamel N, Chong G, Foulkes WD.

The HNPCC associated MSH2*1906G-->C founder mutation probably originated between 1440 CE and 1715 CE in the Ashkenazi Jewish population.


Molecular characterization of the spectrum of genomic deletions in the mismatch repair genes MSH2, MLH1, MSH6, and PMS2 responsible for hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC).


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15942939


A comparison of bilateral breast cancers in BRCA carriers.


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15941968


A combined genomewide linkage scan of 1,233 families for prostate cancer-susceptibility genes conducted by the international consortium for prostate cancer genetics.


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15988677


Clinical and genetic findings in an Ashkenazi Jewish population with colorectal neoplasms.


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15959913

See: Engert, James C (Hope Q et al).

Review Articles, Invited Publications

Rudkin TM, Foulkes WD.

BRCA2: breaks, mistakes and failed separations.


Review Article PubMed: 15823750

Franchimont, Denis

Status **

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Franchimont D, Roland S, Gustot T, Quertinmont E, Toubouti Y, Gervy MC, Deviere J, Van Gossum A.

Impact of infliximab on serum leptin levels in patients with Crohn's disease.


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15784704


Profile of soluble cytokine receptors in Crohn's disease.


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15753533

Gagnon, Bruno

Status **

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Gagnon B, Low G, Schreier G.

Methylphenidate hydrochloride improves cognitive function in patients with advanced cancer and hypoactive delirium: a prospective clinical study.


Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15798785
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Gardiner, Robert John *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15677511 NV

Genest, Jacques Jr.

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Statin therapy in Canadian patients with hypercholesterolemia: the Canadian Lipid Study -- Observational (CALIPSO).
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16308595 V


Reaching recommended lipid and blood pressure targets with amlodipine/atorvastatin combination in patients with coronary heart disease.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15642561 V

Haji Hassan H, Blain S, Boucher B, Denis M, Krimbou L, Genest J.

Structural modification of plasma HDL by phospholipids promotes efficient ABCA1-mediated cholesterol release.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15654121 V

Krimbou L, Haji Hassan H, Blain S, Rashid S, Denis M, Marcil M, Genest J.

Biogenesis and speciation of nascent apoA-I-containing particles in various cell lines.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15897603 V

Lee CY, Lesimple A, Larsen A, Mamer O, Genest J.

ESI-MS quantitation of increased sphingomyelin in Niemann-Pick disease type B HDL.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15741650 V

See: Engert, James C (Dastani Z et al).

See: Giannetti, Nadia (White M et al).

See: Marcil, Michel (Dastani Z et al).
Review Articles, Invited Publications
Alawadhi M, Thanassoulis G, Marcil M, Genest J.
Genetic lipoprotein disorders and coronary atherosclerosis.
Review Article PubMed: 15811253

Non-Refereed Articles, Institutional Publications
Feldman R, Genest J.
Non-Refereed Article

Ghali, Peter
Status ** Validation

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Ghali P, Marotta PJ, Yoshida EM, Bain VG, Marleau D, Peletkian K, Metrakos P, Deschenes M.
Liver transplantation for incidental cholangiocarcinoma: analysis of the Canadian experience.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16237695

Giaid, Adel
Status ** Validation

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Hassan GS, Douglas SA, Ohlstein EH, Giaid A.
Expression of urotensin-II in human coronary atherosclerosis.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16026900
Rakowski E, Hassan GS, Dhanak D, Ohlstein EH, Douglas SA, Giaid A.
A role for urotensin II in restenosis following balloon angioplasty: use of a selective UT receptor blocker.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16171813

Giannetti, Nadia
Status ** Validation

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Canadian Consensus on cardiac transplantation in pediatric and adult congenital heart disease patients 2004: executive summary.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16308587
Nguyen V, Cantarovich M, Cecere R, Giannetti N.
Tricuspid regurgitation after cardiac transplantation: how many biopsies are too many?
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15993778
Conversion from cyclosporine microemulsion to tacrolimus-based immunophylaxis improves cholesterol profile in heart transplant recipients with treated but persistent dyslipidemia: the Canadian multicentre randomized trial of tacrolimus vs cyclosporine.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15982605
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Barry JB, Giguere V.

Epidermal growth factor-induced signaling in breast cancer cells results in selective target gene activation by orphan nuclear receptor estrogen-related receptor alpha.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 16024613

Barry JB, Laganiere J, Giguere V.

A single nucleotide in an estrogen-related receptor alpha site can dictate mode of binding and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1alpha activation of target promoters.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 16150865

Guillaumond F, Dardente H, Giguere V, Cermakian N.

Differential control of Bmal1 circadian transcription by REV-ERB and ROR nuclear receptors.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 16267379

Laganiere J, Deblois G, Giguere V.

Functional genomics identifies a mechanism for estrogen activation of the retinoic acid receptor alpha1 gene in breast cancer cells.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15831516

Laganiere J, Deblois G, Lefebvre C, Bataille AR, Robert F, Giguere V.

From the Cover: Location analysis of estrogen receptor alpha target promoters reveals that FOXA1 defines a domain of the estrogen response.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 16087863


Oligomerization of the alpha and beta isoforms of the thromboxane A2 receptor: relevance to receptor signaling and endocytosis.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15893915

Lemieux C, Phaneuf D, Labrie F, Giguere V, Richard D, Deshaies Y.

Estrogen receptor alpha-mediated adiposity-lowering and hypocholesterolemic actions of the selective estrogen receptor modulator acolbifene.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15929590


Transcriptional regulation of dehydroepiandrosterone sulfotransferase (SULT2A1) by estrogen-related receptor alpha.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15878968

Snyder JM, Jenkins-Moore M, Jackson SK, Goss KL, Dai HH, Bangsund PJ, Giguere V, McGowan SE.

Alveolarization in retinoic acid receptor-beta-deficient mice.


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15635054
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See: Morgan, Kenneth (Laflamme N et al).

See: Yang, Xiang-Jiao (Gregoire S et al).

Gilmore, Norbert

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

See: Grover, Steven Allen (Grover SA et al).

See: Lalonde, Richard G (Smith GH et al).

See: Routy, Jean-Pierre (Boulassel MR et al).

Goldberg, Mark Steven

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
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Goldsmith, Harry Leonard

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**
Xiao Z, Goldsmith HL, McIntosh FA, Shankaran H, Neelamegham S. 
*Biomechanics of P-selectin PSGL-1 bonds: shear threshold and integrin-independent cell adhesion.*
Biophys J 90(6):2221-34, 2006 [Published electronically in 2005].

Goltzman, David

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**
*Osteoblast-derived PTHrP is a potent endogenous bone anabolic agent that modifies the therapeutic efficacy of administered PTH 1-34.*

See: Hendy, Geoffrey Noel (Xue Y et al).

See: Rabbani, Shafaat Ahmed (Rabbani SA et al).

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**
See: Hendy, Geoffrey Noel (Hendy GN et al).

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**
Goltzman D.
*Parathyroid hormone-related peptide and malignancy.*

Goltzman D, Kremer R.
*Target Genes: PTHrP.*
Gaulton, David

Hypercalcemia.

Gougeon, Réjeanne Denise

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Chevalier S, Marliess EB, Morais JA, Lamarche M, Gougeon R.
Whole-body protein anabolic response is resistant to the action of insulin in obese women.

Chevalier S, Marliess EB, Morais JA, Lamarche M, Gougeon R.
The influence of sex on the protein anabolic response to insulin.

Increase in the thermic effect of food in women by adrenergic amines extracted from citrus aurantium.

Perez J, Ware MA, Chevalier S, Gougeon R, Shir Y.
Dietary omega-3 fatty acids may be associated with increased neuropathic pain in nerve-injured rats.

Schricker T, Gougeon R, Eberhart L, Wykes L, Mazza L, Carvalho G, Carli F.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus and the catabolic response to surgery.
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Yang Z, Greenwood MT.
*Sphingomyelin synthase 1. AFCS-Nature Molecule Pages.*
doi:10.1038/mp.a003817.01 (http://www.signaling-gateway.org/), 2005 [Electronic publication].
Peer-Reviewed Article

Yang Z, Jean-Baptiste G, Khoury C, Greenwood MT.
The mouse sphingomyelin synthase 1 (SMS1) gene is alternatively spliced to yield multiple transcripts and proteins.
Peer-Reviewed Article

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Jean-Baptiste G, Yang Z, Khoury C, Gaudio S, Greenwood MT.
*Peptide and non-peptide G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) in skeletal muscle.*
Review Article

**Grover, Steven Allen**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

Grover SA, Coupal L, Gilmore N, Mukherjee J.
*Impact of dyslipidemia associated with Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) on cardiovascular risk and life expectancy.*
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report

Grover SA, Coupal L, Zowall H.
*Treating osteoarthritis with cyclooxygenase-2-specific inhibitors: what are the benefits of avoiding blood pressure destabilization?*
Peer-Reviewed Article

The 2005 Canadian Hypertension Education Program recommendations for the management of hypertension: part 1 - blood pressure measurement, diagnosis and assessment of risk.
Peer-Reviewed Article

The 2005 Canadian Hypertension Education Program recommendations for the management of hypertension: part II - therapy.
Peer-Reviewed Article

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).
Gyorkos, Theresa Walburga *

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Delisle H, Roberts JH, Munro M, Jones L, Gyorkos TW. *The role of NGOs in global health research for development.*
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15723694

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15816155

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16021983

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16251375

Larocque R, Casapia M, Gotuzzo E, Gyorkos TW. *Relationship between intensity of soil-transmitted helminth infections and anemia during pregnancy.*
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16222026

See: Ward, Brian James (Ndao M et al).

Haichin, Richard N

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Peer-Reviewed Case Report

Hamid, Qutayba A

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 16275364
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Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome and inflammation.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16337480  
Dewachi O, Joubert P, Hamid Q, Lavoie JP.  
Expression of interleukin (IL)-5 and IL-9 receptors on neutrophils of horses with heaves.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16159669  
Fiset PO, Muller Z, Hamid Q.  
The impact of today's technology on allergy research.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16008668  
Fiset PO, Tulic MK, Hamid Q.  
Toll-like receptors and atopy.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16083812  
Oral corticosteroids decrease eosinophil and CC chemokine expression but increase neutrophil, IL-8, and IFN-gamma-inducible protein 10 expression in asthmatic airway mucosa.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15696080  
Human airway smooth muscle cells express the high affinity receptor for IgE (Fc epsilon RI): a critical role of Fc epsilon RI in human airway smooth muscle cell function.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16081836  
Govindaraju V, Teoh H, Hamid Q, Cernacek P, Ward ME.  
Interaction between endothelial heme oxygenase-2 and endothelin-1 in altered aortic reactivity after hypoxia in rats.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15486027  
Increased expression of the calcium-activated chloride channel hCLCA1 in airways of patients with obstructive chronic bronchitis.  
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report  PubMed: 15875066  
Niflumic acid and MSI-2216 reduce TNF-alpha-induced mucin expression in human airway mucosa.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15696080  
Toll-like receptors 4 and 2 expression in the bronchial mucosa of patients with cystic fibrosis.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15776129  
CCR3 expression and function in asthmatic airway smooth muscle cells.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16081847  
Mazer BD, Al-Tamemi S, Yu JW, Hamid Q.  
Immune supplementation and immune modulation with intravenous immunoglobulin.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16210080  
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*Differences in airway remodeling between subjects with severe and moderate asthma.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16159622  
See: Eidelman, David H (Iijima H et al).

See: Ludwig, Mara Susan (Pini L et al).

See: Martin, James Gerard (Isogai S et al).

See: Martin, James Gerard (Ramos-Barbon D et al).


**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Bergeron C, Boulet LP, Hamid Q. *Obesity, allergy and immunology.* 
Review Article PubMed: 15867879

Elias JA, Homer RJ, Hamid Q, Lee CG.  
*Chitinases and chitinase-like proteins in T(H)2 inflammation and asthma.* 
Review Article PubMed: 16159614

Fiset PO, Cameron L, Hamid Q. 
*Local isotype switching to IgE in airway mucosa.* 
Review Article PubMed: 15990807

Joubert P, Hamid Q.  
*Role of airway smooth muscle in airway remodeling.* 
Review Article PubMed: 16159653

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

Book ISBN: 1550092367

Tulic M, Fiset P, Muller Z, Hamid Q.  
*Cytokines and chemokines in asthma: An overview.*  
Chapter ISBN: 1550092367
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Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Albertsen PC, Hanley JA, Barrows GH, Penson DF, Kowalczyk PD, Sanders MM, Fine J.
Prostate cancer and the Will Rogers phenomenon.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 16145045

Hanley JA.
Analysis of mortality data from cancer screening studies: looking in the right window.
Epidemiology 16(6):786-90, 2005.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 16222169

Hanley JA, Csizmadi I, Collet JP.
Two-stage case-control studies: precision of parameter estimates and considerations in selecting sample size.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 16269581

Karp I, O'Loughlin J, Paradis G, Hanley J, Difranza J.
Smoking trajectories of adolescent novice smokers in a longitudinal study of tobacco use.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 15967392

Perrin L, Dauphinee SW, Corcos J, Hanley JA, Kuchel GA.
Pelvic Floor Muscle Training With Biofeedback and Bladder Training in Elderly Women: A Feasibility Study.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 15931150

Stan S, Lambert M, Delvin E, Paradis G, O'Loughlin J, Hanley JA, Levy E.
Intestinal fatty acid binding protein and microsomal triglyceride transfer protein polymorphisms in French-Canadian youth.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 15547295

Stan S, Levy E, Delvin EE, Hanley JA, Lamarche B, O'Loughlin J, Paradis G, Lambert M.
Distribution of LDL particle size in a population-based sample of children and adolescents and relationship with other cardiovascular risk factors.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 15890892


See: Wood-Dauphinee, Sharon Lee (Salbach NM et al).

**Haston, Christina Kathleen**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Haston CK, Tomko TG, Godin N, Kerckhoff L, Hallett MT.

*Murine candidate bleomycin induced pulmonary fibrosis susceptibility genes identified by gene expression and sequence analysis of linkage regions.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15937080

Lemay AM, Haston CK.

*Bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis susceptibility genes in AcB/BcA recombinant congenic mice.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16179420

O’Brien TJ, Letuve S, Haston CK.

*Radiation-induced strain differences in mouse alveolar inflammatory cell apoptosis.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15759058

**Hatzakis, George E * **

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Frei J, Jutla J, Kramer G, Hatzakis GE, Ducharme FM, Davis GM.

*Impulse oscillometry: reference values in children 100 to 150 cm in height and 3 to 10 years of age.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16162717

Sirois S, Hatzakis G, Wei D, Du Q, Chou KC.

*Assessment of chemical libraries for their druggability.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15680586

Sirois S, Tsoukas CM, Chou KC, Wei D, Boucher C, Hatzakis GE.

*Selection of molecular descriptors with artificial intelligence for the understanding of HIV-1 protease peptidomimetic inhibitors-activity.*


Peer-Reviewed Article

See: Bernard, Nicole Flore (Peretz Y et al).

**Henderson, Janet Elizabeth**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*Fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 18 signals through FGF receptor 3 to promote chondrogenesis.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15781473

Deckelbaum RA, Majithia A, Booker T, Henderson JE, Loomis CA.

*The homeoprotein engrailed 1 has pleiotropic functions in calvarial intramembranous bone formation and remodeling.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16319115


*A Gja1 missense mutation in a mouse model of oculodentodigital dysplasia.*


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16155213

*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.**

**Validation**

**V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated**

Ablation of the Sam68 RNA binding protein protects mice from age-related bone loss.


Wrong O, Henderson JE, Kaye M.

Distal renal tubular acidosis: alkali heals osteomalacia and increases net production of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D.


See: McKee, Marc D (Tran-Khanh N et al).

See: White, John Howard (Shimamura T et al).

### Hendy, Geoffrey Noel

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Canaff L, Hendy GN.

Calcium-sensing receptor gene transcription is up-regulated by the proinflammatory cytokine, interleukin-1beta. Role of the NF-kappaB PATHWAY and kappaB elements.


Calcium sensing receptor in human colon carcinoma: interaction with Ca(2+) and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D(3).


Naito J, Kaji H, Sowa H, Hendy GN, Sugimoto T, Chihara K.

Menin suppresses osteoblast differentiation by antagonizing the AP-1 factor, JunD.


Pidasheva S, Canaff L, Simonds WF, Marx SJ, Hendy GN.

Impaired cotranslational processing of the calcium-sensing receptor due to signal peptide missense mutations in familial hypocalciuric hypercalcaemia.


Functional characterization of calcium-sensing receptor codon 227 mutations presenting as either familial (benign) hypocalciuric hypercalcaemia or neonatal hyperparathyroidism.


Xue Y, Karaplis AC, Hendy GN, Goltzman D, Miao D.

Genetic models show that parathyroid hormone and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 play distinct and synergistic roles in postnatal mineral ion homeostasis and skeletal development.


Xue Y, Zhang Z, Karaplis AC, Hendy GN, Goltzman D, Miao D.

Exogenous PTH-related protein and PTH improve mineral and skeletal status in 25-hydroxyvitamin D-1alpha-hydroxylase and PTH double knockout mice.


* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of ** V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see Page 39 of 90
**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Hendy GN, Goltzman D.

*Does calcitriol have actions independent from the vitamin D receptor in maintaining skeletal and mineral homeostasis?*


**Review Article**

Hendy GN, Kaji H, Sowa H, Lebrun JJ, Canaff L.

*Menin and TGF-beta superfamily member signaling via the Smad pathway in pituitary, parathyroid and osteoblast.*


**Review Article**

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

Hendy GN.

*Calcium-Regulating Hormones: Vitamin D and Parathyroid Hormone.*


**Chapter**


*Skeletal and reproductive abnormalities in PTH-null mice.*


**Chapter**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*Sequential therapy with Vinorelbine followed by Gemcitabine in patients with metastatic non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), performance status (PS) 2, or elderly with comorbidities--a multicenter phase II trial.*


**Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report**


*Erlotinib in previously treated non-small-cell lung cancer.*


**Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report**

Horn, Ruth *

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

See: Loo, Vivian Grace (Loo VG et al).

**Huang, Allen R**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Mallet L, Huang A.

*Coadministration of gatifloxacin and multivitamin preparation containing minerals: potential treatment failure in an elderly patient.*


**Peer-Reviewed Case Report**

See: Tamblyn, Robyn M (Tamblyn R et al).
**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Belanger H, Beaulieu P, Moreau C, Labuda D, Hudson TJ, Sinnett D. 
Functional promoter SNPs in cell cycle checkpoint genes. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16081466

Croteau S, Roquis D, Charron MC, Frappier D, Yavin D, Loredo-Osti JC, Hudson TJ, Naumova AK. 
Increased plasticity of genomic imprinting of Dlk1 in brain is due to genetic and epigenetic factors. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15859358

Association testing of the protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B gene (PTPN1) with type 2 diabetes in 7,883 people. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15919813

Survey of allelic expression using EST mining. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16251468

Quantitative founder-effect analysis of French Canadian families identifies specific loci contributing to metabolic phenotypes of hypertension. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15800845

A predominant role for the HLA class II region in the association of the MHC region with multiple sclerosis. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16186814

Discrimination between serous low malignant potential and invasive epithelial ovarian tumors using molecular profiling. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15940270

Mapping common regulatory variants to human haplotypes. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16301213

Genome-wide scan for linkage to obesity-associated hypertension in French Canadians. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16216983

Saba TG, Montpetit A, Verner A, Rioux P, Hudson TJ, Drouin R, Drouin CA. 
An atypical form of erythrodermatodermia variabilis maps to chromosome 7q22. 

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15668823

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
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Serre D, Nadon R, Hudson TJ.
Large-scale recombination rate patterns are conserved among human populations.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16251464

Tessier MC, Qu HQ, Frechette R, Bacot F, Grabs R, Taback SP, Lawson ML, Kirsch SE, Hudson TJ, Polychronakos C.
Type 1 diabetes and the OAS gene cluster: association with splicing polymorphism or haplotype?
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16014697

Association of common variation in the HNF1alpha gene region with risk of type 2 diabetes.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16046299

Winckler W, Graham RR, de Bakker PI, Sun M, Almgren P, Tuomi T, Gaudet D, Hudson TJ, Ardlie KG, Daly MJ, Hirschhorn JN, Groop L, Altshuler D.
Association testing of variants in the hepatocyte nuclear factor 4alpha gene with risk of type 2 diabetes in 7,883 people.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15734869

Anatomy of a founder effect: myotonic dystrophy in Northeastern Quebec.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15883838

See: Loo, Vivian Grace (Loo VG et al).
See: Peterson, Alan Clarke (Denarier E et al).
See: Schurr, Erwin A (Poon AH et al).

Hussain, Sabah Noori Abdul
Status **

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Barreiro E, de la Puente B, Minguella J, Corominas JM, Serrano S, Hussain SN, Gea J.
Oxidative stress and respiratory muscle dysfunction in severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15735057

Barreiro E, Galdiz JB, Marinan M, Alvarez FJ, Hussain SN, Gea J.
Respiratory loading intensity and diaphragm oxidative stress: N-acetyl-cysteine effects.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16195391

Barreiro E, Gea J, Di Falco M, Kriazhev L, James S, Hussain SN.
Protein carbonyl formation in the diaphragm.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15472139

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of ** V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see
Barreiro E, Gea J, Matar G, Hussain SN.
Expression and carbonylation of creatine kinase in the quadriceps femoris muscles of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Barreiro E, Sanchez D, Galdiz JB, Hussain SN, Gea J.
N-acetylcysteine increases manganese superoxide dismutase activity in septic rat diaphragms.

Harfouche R, Malak NA, Brandes RP, Karsan A, Irani K, Hussain SN.
Roles of reactive oxygen species in angiopoietin-1/tie-2 receptor signaling.

Hussain S, Comtois A.
Regulation of Skeletal Blood Flow During Exercise.

Huynh T, Forget-Falcicchio C.
Assessing the primary nurse role in the wound healing process.

Huynh T, Piazza N, DiBattiste PM, Snapinn SM, Wan Y, Pharand C, Theroux P.
Analysis of bleeding complications associated with glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptors blockade in patients with high-risk acute coronary syndromes: insights from the PRISM-PLUS study.
Int J Cardiol 100(1):73-8, 2005.

Hutchinson, Thomas A

Hutchinson TA.
Transitions in the lives of patients with End Stage Renal Disease: a cause of suffering and an opportunity for healing.

Huynh, Thao

Huynh T, Forget-Falcicchio C.
Assessing the primary nurse role in the wound healing process.

Huynh T, Piazza N, DiBattiste PM, Snapinn SM, Wan Y, Pharand C, Theroux P.
Analysis of bleeding complications associated with glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptors blockade in patients with high-risk acute coronary syndromes: insights from the PRISM-PLUS study.
Int J Cardiol 100(1):73-8, 2005.
Jean-Claude, Bertrand Jacques *  
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials  
Brahimi F, Rachid Z, McNamee JP, Aloufi-Jamali MA, Tari AM, Jean-Claude BJ.  
Mechanism of action of a novel ""combi-triazene"" engineered to possess a polar functional group on the alkylating moiety: evidence for enhancement of potency.  
PubMed: 15982640  
Katsoulas A, Rachid Z, Brahimi F, McNamee J, Jean-Claude BJ.  
Cytokinetics and mechanism of action of AKO4: a novel nitrogen mustard targeted to bcr-abl.  
PubMed: 15755509  
Katsoulas A, Rachid Z, Brahimi F, McNamee J, Jean-Claude BJ.  
Engineering 3-alkyltriazenes to block bcr-abl kinase: a novel strategy for the therapy of advanced bcr-abl expressing leukemias.  
PubMed: 15863211  
Rachid Z, Brahimi F, Domarkas J, Jean-Claude BJ.  
Synthesis of half-mustard combi-molecules with fluorescence properties: correlation with EGFR status.  
PubMed: 15686928  
Kimoff, Richard John  
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials  
Continuous positive airway pressure for central sleep apnea and heart failure.  
PubMed: 16282177  
Nguyen AT, Jobin V, Payne R, Beauregard J, Naor N, Kimoff RJ.  
Laryngeal and velopharyngeal sensory impairment in obstructive sleep apnea.  
PubMed: 16171271  
Payne RJ, Hier MP, Kost KM, Black MJ, Zeitouni AG, Frenkel S, Naor N, Kimoff RJ.  
High prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea among patients with head and neck cancer.  
PubMed: 16181591  
Series F, Kimoff RJ, Morrison D, Leblanc MH, Smilovitch M, Howlett J, Logan AG, Floras JS, Bradley TD.  
Prospective evaluation of nocturnal oximetry for detection of sleep-related breathing disturbances in patients with chronic heart failure.  
PubMed: 15888821  
Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings  
Kimoff R.  
Physiology of the upper airways and upper airway obstruction in disease.  
ISBN: 1550092367
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Klein, Marina Barbara

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Al-Mohri H, Cooper C, Murphy T, Klein MB.
Validation of a simple model for predicting liver fibrosis in HIV/hepatitis C virus-coinfected patients.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16268817
See: Routy, Jean-Pierre (Boulassel MR et al).

Koski, Lisa Marie

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Koski L, Molnar-Szakacs I, Iacoboni M.
Exploring the contributions of premotor and parietal cortex to spatial compatibility using image-guided TMS.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15627572
Koski L, Schrader LM, Wu AD, Stern JM.
Normative data on changes in transcranial magnetic stimulation measures over a ten hour period.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16043397
Molnar-Szakacs I, Iacoboni M, Koski L, Mazzotta JC.
Functional segregation within pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus: evidence from fMRI studies of imitation and action observation.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15513929

Kremer, Richard B

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Duque G, Macoritto M, Dion N, Ste-Marie LG, Kremer R.
1,25(OH)2D3 acts as a bone-forming agent in the hormone-independent senescence-accelerated mouse (SAM-P/6).
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15572658

Kremer R.
Interpretation of PTH and vitamin D measurements in chronic renal failure.
Review Article

Kristof, Arnold S

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Kristof AS, Pacheco-Rodriguez G, Schremmer B, Moss J.
LY303511 (2-piperazinyl-8-phenyl-4H-1-benzopyran-4-one) acts via phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-independent pathways to inhibit cell proliferation via mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)- and non-mTOR-dependent mechanisms.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15923340

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
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Kumar, Ujendra *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Kumar U.
Expression of somatostatin receptor subtypes (SSTR1-5) in Alzheimer's disease brain: an immunohistochemical analysis.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15961235
Kumar U, Chen J, Sapoznikov V, Canteros G, White BH, Sidhu A.
Overexpression of inducible nitric oxide synthase in the kidney of the spontaneously hypertensive rat.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15773227
Somatostatin receptors in primary human breast cancer: quantitative analysis of mRNA for subtypes 1--5 and correlation with receptor protein expression and tumor pathology.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15986128
Ramirez JL, Watt HL, Rocheville M, Kumar U.
Agonist-induced up-regulation of human somatostatin receptor type 1 is regulated by beta-arrestin-1 and requires an essential serine residue in the receptor C-tail.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15893521
Rivera JA, Alturaihi H, Kumar U.
Differential regulation of somatostatin receptors 1 and 2 mRNA and protein expression by tamoxifen and estradiol in breast cancer cells.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16018813

Lalonde, Richard G *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

HIV-1 genetic diversity in antenatal cohort, Canada.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16102312
Lalonde R, Strazielle C.
PS1 knockin mice with the Japanese I213T mutation: Effects on exploratory activity, motor coordination, and spatial learning.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15908021
Virologic and immunologic response to a boosted double-protease inhibitor-based therapy in highly pretreated HIV-1-infected patients.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15983890
See: Routy, Jean-Pierre (Boullassel MR et al).
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Lapierre, Yves L

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


Axonal injury in the cerebral normal-appearing white matter of patients with multiple sclerosis is related to concurrent demyelination in lesions but not to concurrent demyelination in normal-appearing white matter.


Comparative tolerance of IFN beta-1a regimens in patients with relapsing multiple sclerosis. The EVIDENCE study.


Review Articles, Invited Publications

Poppe AY, Lapierre Y, Melancon D, Lowden D, Wardell L, Fullerton LM, Bar-Or A.

Neuromyelitis optica with hypothalamic involvement.


Laporte, Stéphane Alain *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Fessart D, Simaan M, Laporte SA.

c-Src regulates clathrin adapter protein 2 interaction with beta-arrestin and the angiotensin II type 1 receptor during clathrin-mediated internalization.


Kalant D, MacLaren R, Cui W, Samanta R, Monk PN, Laporte SA, Cianflone K.

C5L2 is a functional receptor for acylation-stimulating protein.


Kim KM, Gainetdinov RR, Laporte SA, Caron MG, Barak LS.


Laroche G, Rochdi MD, Laporte SA, Parent JL.


Involvement of a cytoplasmic-tail serine cluster in urothelin II receptor internalization.


Simaan M, Bedard-Goulet S, Fessart D, Gratton JP, Laporte SA.

Dissociation of beta-arrestin from internalized bradykinin B2 receptor is necessary for receptor recycling and resensitization.

Cell Signal 17(9):1074-83, 2005.

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.

15-Sep-06
Review Articles, Invited Publications
Claing A, Laporte SA.
Review Article PubMed: 16159020

Lauzon, Anne-Marie
Status **
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Bates JH, Lauzon AM.
Modeling the oscillation dynamics of activated airway smooth muscle strips.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15894556
Leguillette R, Gil FR, Zitouni N, Lajoie-Kadoch S, Sobieszek A, Lauzon AM.
(+)-Insert smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (SM-B) isoform expression in human tissues.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16000639

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings
See: Fixman, Elizabeth Dee (Fixman E et al).

Lebel, Pierre *
Status **
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
High prevalence of glycopeptide resistance genes vanB, vanD, and vanG not associated with enterococci in human fecal flora.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16251331
Identification of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus carriage in less than 1 hour during a hospital surveillance program.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15824989

Lebrun, Jean-Jacques *
Status **
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Ho J, Cocolakis E, Dumas VM, Posner BI, Laporte SA, Lebrun JJ.
The G protein-coupled receptor kinase-2 is a TGFbeta-inducible antagonist of TGFbeta signal transduction.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16121194

Review Articles, Invited Publications
See: Hendy, Geoffrey Noel (Hendy GN et al).

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
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Lehnert, Shirley Margaret

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Berrada M, Serreqi A, Dabbarh F, Owusu A, Gupta A, Lehnert S.
A novel non-toxic camptothecin formulation for cancer chemotherapy.

Lehnert S, Reniers B, Verhaegen F.
Relative biologic effectiveness in terms of tumor response of 125I implants compared with 60Co gamma rays.

Lemay, Serge

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Itoh S, Lemay S, Osawa M, Che W, Duan Y, Tompkins A, Brookes PS, Sheu SS, Abe J.
Mitochondrial Dok-4 recruits Src kinase and regulates NF-kappaB activation in endothelial cells.

Leyland-Jones, Brian R

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Leyland-Jones B, Semiglazov V, Pawlicki M, Pienkowski T, Tjulandin S, Manikhas G, Makhson A, Roth A, Dodwell D, Baselga
J, Biakhov M, Valuckas K, Voznyi E, Liu X, Vercammen E.
Maintaining normal hemoglobin levels with epoetin alfa in mainly nonanemic patients with metastatic breast cancer receiving first-line chemotherapy: a survival study.

Libman, Michael David

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
See: Loo, Vivian Grace (Loo VG et al).

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.
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Liu, Jun-Li

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*Pancreatic islet-specific expression of an insulin-like growth factor-I transgene compensates islet cell growth in growth hormone receptor gene-deficient mice.*


*Age-dependent onset of liver-specific IGF-I gene deficiency and its persistence in old age: implications for postnatal growth and insulin resistance in LID mice.*


Loo, Vivian Grace

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*A predominantly clonal multi-institutional outbreak of Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea with high morbidity and mortality.*


Ludwig, Mara Susan

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Fust A, LeBellego F, Iozzo RV, Roughley PJ, Ludwig MS.

*Alterations in lung mechanics in decorin-deficient mice.*


Pini L, Torregiani C, Martin JG, Hamid Q, Ludwig MS.

*Airway remodeling in allergen-challenged Brown Norway rats: distribution of proteoglycans.*


See: Hamid, Qutayba A (Bergeron C et al).

Ludwig MS.

*Structure-function in asthma.*


See: Hamid, Qutayba A (Pepe C et al).

Gonzalez A, Ludwig MS.

*Structure-function in pulmonary fibrosis.*


*Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings*

*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of Ottawa.*
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Lussier, David *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Laverdiere C, Lussier D.
What health care providers learn as caregivers.

Peer-Reviewed Case Report  PubMed: 16051971

Macdonald, Neil R

Review Articles, Invited Publications

MacDonald N.
Modern palliative care: an exercise in prevention and partnership.

Review Article  PubMed: 15807059

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

MacDonald N.
Anorexia-cachexia syndrome.

Conference Proceeding

Maclean, J Dick *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Klapsing P, MacLean JD, Glaze S, McClean KL, Drebot MA, Lanciotti RS, Campbell GL.

Peer-Reviewed Case Report  PubMed: 15829203

Turner SA, Maclean JD, Fleckenstein L, Greenaway C.
Parenteral administration of ivermectin in a patient with disseminated strongyloidiasis.

Peer-Reviewed Case Report  PubMed: 16282302

See: Opatrny, Lucie  (Opatrny L et al).

See: Ward, Brian James (Ndao M et al).

Magder, Sheldon A

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Carnio EC, Stabile AM, Batalhao ME, Silva JS, Antunes-Rodrigues J, Branco LG, Magder S.
Vasopressin release during endotoxaemic shock in mice lacking inducible nitric oxide synthase.

Peer Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15971084

Magder S.
How to use central venous pressure measurements.

Peer Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15928477
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Malo, Danielle

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Caron J, Loredo-Osti JC, Morgan K, Malo D.
Mapping of interactions and mouse congenic strains identified novel epistatic QTLs controlling the persistence of Salmonella Enteritidis in mice.

Turcotte K, Gauthier S, Tuite A, Mullick A, Malo D, Gros P.
A mutation in the Icsbp1 gene causes susceptibility to infection and a chronic myeloid leukemia-like syndrome in BXH-2 mice.

Mamer, Orval A

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Multiple losses of neutral C14H14 in the tandem mass spectrometry of several perbenzyl ether intermediates in the synthesis of green tea constituents.

Lesimple A, Mamer O, Miao W, Chan TH.
Electrospray mass spectral fragmentation study of N,N'-disubstituted imidazolium ionic liquids.

Osei-Twum EY, Litorja LA, Jr., Darkwa J, Maisela LL, Lesimple A, Mamer O.
Mass spectral behavior of some homolectic and mixed arylchalcogenide bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocenenickel(II), palladium(II), and platinum(II), and bis(diisopropylphosphino)ferrocene palladium(II) complexes.

See: Marcil, Michel  (Lee CY et al).

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings
Stimulation of hepatic acute-phase response by stress, sucrose polyester and Zocor in an animal model.

Fouad FM, Mamer OA, Sauriol F, Lesimple A, Shahidi F, Ruthenstroth-Bauer G.
Hepatic acute-phase response to 3-alkyl-2-phenyl-2-hydroxymorpholinium cations.
Marcil, Michel

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*A novel nonsense apolipoprotein A-I mutation (apoA-I[E136X]) causes low HDL cholesterol in French Canadians.*


*Increased sphingomyelin content impairs HDL biogenesis and maturation in human Niemann-Pick disease type B.*


Ruel IL, Lamarche B, Mauger JF, Badellino KO, Cohn JS, Marcil M, Couture P.

*Effect of fenofibrate on plasma lipoprotein composition and kinetics in patients with complete hepatic lipase deficiency.*


See: Engert, James C (Dastani Z et al).

See: Genest, Jacques Jr. (Krimbou L et al).

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**


Marcovitz, Sorana *

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

See: Pearson Murphy, Beverley E (Ghadirian AM et al).

Marelli, Ariane J

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

See: Giannetti, Nadia (Dipchand A et al).

Marliss, Errol Basil

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*Elevations of plasma methylarginines in obesity and ageing are related to insulin sensitivity and rates of protein turnover.*

Diabetologia 49(2):351-9, 2006 [Published electronically in 2005].
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Martin, James Gerard

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Eum SY, Maghni K, Tolloczko B, Eidelman DH, Martin JG.
*IL-13 may mediate allergen-induced hyperresponsiveness independently of IL-5 or eotaxin by effects on airway smooth muscle.*

Govindaraju V, Martin JG, Maghni K, Ferraro P, Michoud MC.
The effects of extracellular purines and pyrimidines on human airway smooth muscle cells.

Isogai S, Jedrzkiewicz S, Taha R, Hamid Q, Martin JG.
*Resident CD8+ T cells suppress CD4+ T cell-dependent late allergic airway responses.*

*Exon 3 beta-catenin mutations are specifically associated with colorectal carcinomas in hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer syndrome.*

Ramos-Barbon D, Presley JF, Hamid QA, Fixman ED, Martin JG.
*Antigen-specific CD4+ T cells drive airway smooth muscle remodeling in experimental asthma.*

Smith BA, Tolloczko B, Martin JG, Grutter P.
*Probing the viscoelastic behavior of cultured airway smooth muscle cells with atomic force microscopy: stiffening induced by contractile agonist.*

See: Hamid, Qutayba A (Pepe C et al).

See: Ludwig, Mara Susan (Pini L et al).

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

Martin J.

*Breathing strategies in asthma and chronic obstructive lung disease.*


ISBN: 1550092367

---

**Mayo, Nancy Elizabeth**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

Ahmed S, Mayo NE, Corbiere M, Wood-Dauphinee S, Hanley J, Cohen R.

*Change in quality of life of people with stroke over time: true change or response shift?*


PubMed: 16022056

Ahmed S, Mayo NE, Wood-Dauphinee S, Hanley JA, Cohen SR.

*Using the Patient Generated Index to evaluate response shift post-stroke.*


PubMed: 16328904

Ahmed S, Mayo NE, Wood-Dauphinee S, Hanley JA, Cohen SR.

*The structural equation modeling technique did not show a response shift, contrary to the results of the then test and the individualized approaches.*


PubMed: 1623655

Bergman S, Feldman LS, Mayo NE, Carli F, Anidjar M, Klassen DR, Andrew CG, Vassiliou MC, Stanbridge DD, Fried GM.

*Measuring surgical recovery: the study of laparoscopic live donor nephrectomy.*


PubMed: 16162199

Higgins J, Mayo NE, Desrosiers J, Saltbach NM, Ahmed S.

*Upper-limb function and recovery in the acute phase poststroke.*


PubMed: 15742251


*Early supported discharge services for stroke patients: a meta-analysis of individual patients' data.*


PubMed: 15705460

Mayo NE, Nadeau L, Levesque L, Miller S, Poissant L, Tamblyn R.

*Does the addition of functional status indicators to case-mix adjustment indices improve prediction of hospitalization, institutionalization, and death in the elderly?*


PubMed: 16299430

Tannenbaum C, Mayo N, Ducharme F.

*Older women's health priorities and perceptions of care delivery: results of the WOW health survey.*


PubMed: 16027431

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the...
Verter V, Kucukyazici B, Mayo NE.
On the significance of reducing the need for stroke patients to visit the emergency department.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16450638
See: Wood-Dauphinee, Sharon Lee (Salbach NM et al).

**Mayrand, Serge** *

* Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Ferri LE, Feldman LS, Stanbridge D, Mayrand S, Fried GM.
Has the introduction of laparoscopic Heller myotomy altered the treatment paradigm of achalasia?
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16247525

Ferri LE, Feldman LS, Stanbridge D, Mayrand S, Stein L, Fried GM.
Should laparoscopic paraesophageal hernia repair be abandoned in favor of the open approach?
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15531968

Gholoum S, Feldman LS, Andrew CG, Bergman S, Demyttenaere S, Mayrand S, Stanbridge DD, Fried GM.
Relationship between subjective and objective outcome measures after Heller myotomy and Dor fundoplication for achalasia.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 1633549
See: Szego, Peter L (Vuong T et al).

* Review Articles, Invited Publications


**McKee, Marc D**

* Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Essalihi R, Dao HH, Gilbert LA, Bouvet C, Semerjian Y, McKee MD, Moreau P.
Regression of medial elastocalcinosis in rat aorta: a new vascular function for carbonic anhydrase.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16144999

Funnell WR, Heng Siah T, McKee MD, Daniel SJ, Decraemer WF.
On the coupling between the incus and the stapes in the cat.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15735938

Hoemann CD, Sun J, Legare A, McKee MD, Buschmann MD.
Tissue engineering of cartilage using an injectable and adhesive chitosan-based cell-delivery vehicle.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15780645

Kaartinen MT, Sun W, Kaipatur N, McKee MD.
Transglutaminase crosslinking of SIBLING proteins in teeth.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15972587

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.
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McKee, Marc D
Hierarchies of extracellular matrix and mineral organization in bone of the craniofacial complex and skeleton.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 16612083

Murshed M, Harmey D, Millan JL, McKee MD, Karsenty G.
Unique coexpression in osteoblasts of broadly expressed genes accounts for the spatial restriction of ECM mineralization to bone.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 15833911

Speer MY, Chien YC, Quan M, Yang HY, Vali H, McKee MD, Giachelli CM.
Smooth muscle cells deficient in osteopontin have enhanced susceptibility to calcification in vitro.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 15820201

Tran-Khanh N, Hoemann CD, McKee MD, Henderson JE, Buschmann MD.
Aged bovine chondrocytes display a diminished capacity to produce a collagen-rich, mechanically functional cartilage extracellular matrix.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 16048738

McLeod, Peter James *
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Sender Liberman A, Liberman M, Steinert Y, McLeod P, Meterissian S.
Surgery residents and attending surgeons have different perceptions of feedback.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 16147804
See: Tamblyn, Robyn M (Tamblyn R et al).

Meltzer, Sara J
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Meltzer SJ.
Management of diabetes in pregnancy – Challenges and trends.
Peer-Reviewed Article

Ménard, Henri-André
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Anti-Sa antibodies and antibodies against cyclic citrullinated peptide are not equivalent as predictors of severe outcomes in patients with recent-onset polyarthritis.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 15899046

Naeini RS, Cahill CM, Ribeiro-da-Silva A, Menard HA, Henry JL.
Remodelling of spinal nociceptive mechanisms in an animal model of monoarthritis.
Peer-Reviewed Article
PubMed: 16262639

Panopalis P, Christopoulos S, Churchill-Smith M, Chankowsky J, Menard HA.
Grisel's syndrome: non-traumatic subluxation of the atlantoaxial joint.
Peer-Reviewed Case Report
PubMed: 16078346

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the
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Ménard, Henri-André

See: Clarke, Ann Elaine (Fautrel B et al).

**Menzies, Dick**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15798669


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15847803


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15680756

McKnight J, Scott A, Menzies D, Bourbeau J, Blais L, Lemiere C. A cohort study showed that health insurance databases were accurate to distinguish chronic obstructive pulmonary disease from asthma and classify disease severity. J Clin Epidemiol 58(2):206-8, 2005.

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16003456


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16104628


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15875923

See: Behr, Marcel A (Scott AN et al).
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See: Dial, Sandra  (Dial S et al).

See: Schwartzman, Kevin Jeremy (Richards B et al).

See: Schwartzman, Kevin Jeremy (Schwartzman K et al).

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**
See: Dasgupta, Kaberi  (Dasgupta K et al).

---

**Morais, José Antonio**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

Gauthier J, Morais JA, Mallet L.

Impact des vagues de chaleur en gériatrie et risques associés aux medicaments.
Pharmactuel 38:123-33, 2005.

**Peer-Reviewed Article**

See: Gougeon, Réjeanne Denise (Chevalier S et al).

See: Gougeon, Réjeanne Denise (Gougeon R et al).

See: Marliss, Errol Basil (Marliss EB et al).

---

**Morgan, Kenneth**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*


SLC34A3 Mutations in Patients with Hereditary Hypophosphatemic Rickets with Hypercalciuria Predict a Key Role for the Sodium-Phosphate Cotransporter NaPi-IIc in Maintaining Phosphate Homeostasis.


**Peer-Reviewed Article**

PubMed: 16358214
The most common mutation in FKRP causing limb girdle muscular dystrophy type 2I (LGMD2I) may have occurred only once and is present in Hutterites and other populations.


Autosomal recessive cerebellar hypoplasia in the Hutterite population.


A frequent regulatory variant of the estrogen-related receptor alpha gene associated with BMD in French-Canadian premenopausal women.


A locus for Bowen-Conradi syndrome maps to chromosome region 12p13.3.


Loredo-Osti JC, Roslin NM, Tessier J, Fujiwara TM, Morgan K, Bonnardeaux A.
Segregation of urine calcium excretion in families ascertained for nephrolithiasis: evidence for a major gene.


See: Malo, Danielle (Caron J et al).


See: Stevenson, Mary Margaret (Su Z et al).

See: Vidal, Silvia Marina (Desrosiers MP et al).

Morin, Suzanne Nicole

Non-Refereed Articles, Institutional Publications

Morin S.
Breast cancer and bone health: Managing the risks.

Non-Refereed Article
**Mulay, Shree**

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

*The importance of being Madeleine: How an activist won the hearts of Quebec’s immigrant women.*

Mulay S.


Varma D, Mulay S.

*The Bhopal Accident and Methyl Isocyanate Toxicity.*


**Muller, William Joseph**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Andreachek ER, White D, Muller WJ.

*Targeted disruption of ErbB2/Neu in the mammary epithelium results in impaired ductal outgrowth.*


Cully M, Shiu J, Piekerz RP, Muller WJ, Done SJ, Mak TW.

*Transforming acidic coiled coil 1 promotes transformation and mammary tumorigenesis.*


Forrester E, Chytil A, Bierie B, Aakre M, Gorska AE, Sharif-Afshar AR, Muller WJ, Moses HL.

*Effect of conditional knockout of the type II TGF-beta receptor gene in mammary epithelium on mammary gland development and polyomavirus middle T antigen induced tumor formation and metastasis.*


*The c-Src tyrosine kinase associates with the catalytic domain of ErbB-2: implications for ErbB-2 mediated signaling and transformation.*


Price-Schiavi SA, Andrechek E, Idris N, Li P, Rong M, Zhang J, Carothers Carraway CA, Muller WJ, Carraway KL.

*Expression, location, and interactions of ErbB2 and its intramembrane ligand Muc4 (sialomucin complex) in rat mammary gland during pregnancy.*


Sangrar W, Zirgnibl RA, Gao Y, Muller WJ, Jia Z, Greer PA.

*An identity crisis for fps/fes: oncogene or tumor suppressor?*


Gingras H, Cases O, Krasilnikova M, Berube G, Nepveu A.

*Biochemical characterization of the mammalian Cux2 protein.*


**Nepveu, Alain**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Gingras H, Cases O, Krasilnikova M, Berube G, Nepveu A.

*Biochemical characterization of the mammalian Cux2 protein.*

Nepveu, Alain

Differential regulation of CDP/Cux p110 by cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin A/Cdk1.

Newkirk, Marianna M

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Newkirk MM, Goldbach-Mansky R, Senior BW, Klippel J, Schumacher HR, Jr., El-Gabalawy HS.
Elevated levels of IgM and IgA antibodies to Proteus mirabilis and IgM antibodies to Escherichia coli are associated with early rheumatoid factor (RF)-positive rheumatoid arthritis.

Olivenstein, Ronald

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Clinical features and airway inflammation in mild asthma versus asymptomatic airway hyperresponsiveness.
Respir Med 100(2):292-9, 2006 [Published electronically in 2005].

Oliver, Martin

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
Forget G, Gregory DJ, Olivier M.
Proteasome-mediated degradation of STAT1alpha following infection of macrophages with Leishmania donovani.

*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the Document produced by the Grant Management and Research Statistics Department of the Research Institute of ** V: Validated ; PV: Partially Validated ; NV : Not Validated (see Page 62 of 90
Hemozoin induces macrophage chemokine expression through oxidative stress-dependent and -independent mechanisms.


Topoisomerase I amino acid substitutions, Gly185Arg and Asp325Glu, confer camptothecin resistance in Leishmania donovani.


Resistance mechanism development to the topoisomerase-I inhibitor Hoechst 33342 by Leishmania donovani.


Subversion of host cell signalling by the protozoan parasite Leishmania.


Subversion mechanisms by which Leishmania parasites can escape the host immune response: a signaling point of view.


Opatrny, Lucie

Status **

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Death related to albendazole-induced pancytopenia: case report and review.


Park, Morag

Status **

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Met/Hepatocyte growth factor receptor ubiquitination suppresses transformation and is required for Hrs phosphorylation.


HGF converts ErbB2/Neu epithelial morphogenesis to cell invasion.


Pc2-mediated sumoylation of Smad-interacting protein 1 attenuates transcriptional repression of E-cadherin.


Crkl and Crkll function as key signaling integrators for migration and invasion of cancer cells.

Sangwan V, Paliouras GN, Cheng A, Dube N, Tremblay ML, Park M.  
Protein-tyrosine phosphatase 1B deficiency protects against Fas-induced hepatic failure.  

Suzuki M, Mimuro H, Suzuki T, Park M, Yamamoto T, Sasakawa C.  
Interaction of CagA with Crk plays an important role in Helicobacter pylori-induced loss of gastric epithelial cell adhesion.  

See: Muller, William Joseph (Kim H et al).

**Pearson Murphy, Beverley E** *

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Ghadirian AM, Marcovitz S, Pearson Murphy BE.  
A case of seasonal bipolar disorder exacerbated by Cushing’s disease.  

**Pelletier, Jean-Philippe** *

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Meniscal tear and extrusion are strongly associated with progression of symptomatic knee osteoarthritis as assessed by quantitative magnetic resonance imaging.  

Inhibition of interleukin-1beta-induced cyclooxygenase 2 expression in human synovial fibroblasts by 15-deoxy-Delta12,14-prostaglandin J2 through a histone deacetylase-independent mechanism.  

Subchondral and trabecular bone metabolism regulation in canine experimental knee osteoarthritis.  

Leukotriene and prostaglandin synthesis pathways in osteoarthritic synovial membranes: regulating factors for interleukin 1beta synthesis.  

Lajeunesse D, Pelletier JP, Martel-Pelletier J.  
Osteoarthritis: a metabolic disease induced by local abnormal leptin activity?  

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.
Peterson, Alan Clarke

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Denarier E, Forghani R, Farhadi HF, Dib S, Dionne N, Friedman HC, Lepage P, Hudson TJ, Drouin R, Peterson A.
Functional organization of a Schwann cell enhancer.

Nadeau S, Hein P, Fernandes KJ, Peterson AC, Miller FD.
A transcriptional role for C/EBP beta in the neuronal response to axonal injury.

Denarier E, Forghani R, Farhadi HF, Dib S, Dionne N, Friedman HC, Lepage P, Hudson TJ, Drouin R, Peterson A.
Functional organization of a Schwann cell enhancer.

Nadeau S, Hein P, Fernandes KJ, Peterson AC, Miller FD.
A transcriptional role for C/EBP beta in the neuronal response to axonal injury.

Orfali W, Nicholson RN, Guiot MC, Peterson AC, Snipes GJ.
An 8.5-kb segment of the PMP22 promoter responds to loss of axon signals during Wallerian degeneration, but does not respond to specific axonal signals during nerve regeneration.

Optimization of regional intraarterial naked DNA-mediated transgene delivery to skeletal muscles in a large animal model.

Expression and regulation of CC class chemokines in the dystrophic (mdx) diaphragm.

Waheed I, Gilbert R, Nalbantoglu J, Guibinga GH, Petrof BJ, Karpati G.
Factors associated with induced chronic inflammation in mdx skeletal muscle cause posttranslational stabilization and augmentation of extrasynaptic sarcolemmal utrophin.

Matecki S, Petrof BJ.
Respiratory consequences of neuromuscular disease.

Beck CA, Richard H, Tu JV, Pilote L.
Administrative Data Feedback for Effective Cardiac Treatment: AFFECT, a cluster randomized trial.

Bestawros A, Filion KB, Haider S, Pilote L, Eisenberg MJ.
Coronary artery bypass graft surgery: do women cost more?

*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the.*

Pilote, Louise

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Beck CA, Richard H, Tu JV, Pilote L.
Administrative Data Feedback for Effective Cardiac Treatment: AFFECT, a cluster randomized trial.

Bestawros A, Filion KB, Haider S, Pilote L, Eisenberg MJ.
Coronary artery bypass graft surgery: do women cost more?
Buresly K, Eisenberg MJ, Zhang X, Pilote L.
Bleeding complications associated with combinations of aspirin, thienopyridine derivatives, and warfarin in elderly patients following acute myocardial infarction.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15824298

Cox JL, Ramer SA, Lee DS, Humphries K, Pilote L, Svenson L, Tu JV.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15838560

Eisenberg MJ, Filion KB, Azoulay A, Brox AC, Haider S, Pilote L.
Outcomes and cost of coronary artery bypass graft surgery in the United States and Canada.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16009866

Impact of invasive management versus noninvasive management on functional status and quality of life following non-Q-wave myocardial infarction: a randomized clinical trial.

Gioia LC, Filion KB, Haider S, Pilote L, Eisenberg MJ.
Hospital readmissions following abdominal aortic aneurysm repair.
Peers-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15714365

Hudson M, Baron M, Rahme E, Pilote L.
Ibuprofen may abrogate the benefits of aspirin when used for secondary prevention of myocardial infarction.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16078339

Hudson M, Richard H, Pilote L.
Differences in outcomes of patients with congestive heart failure prescribed celecoxib, rofecoxib, or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs: population based study.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15947399

Pilote L, Ho V, Lavoie F, Coupal L, Zowall H, Grover SA.
Cost-effectiveness of lipid-lowering treatment according to lipid level.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16003451

Sheppard R, Behlouli H, Richard H, Pilote L.
Effect of gender on treatment, resource utilization, and outcomes in congestive heart failure in Quebec, Canada.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15820161

Simpson E, Pilote L.
Quality of life after acute myocardial infarction: a comparison of diabetic versus non-diabetic acute myocardial infarction patients in Quebec acute care hospitals.
Health Qual Life Outcomes 3:80, 2005 [Electronic publication].
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16329755

Zhou Z, Rahme E, Abrahamowicz M, Pilote L.
Survival bias associated with time-to-treatment initiation in drug effectiveness evaluation: a comparison of methods.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16192344

Zhou Z, Rahme E, Abrahamowicz M, Tu JV, Eisenberg MJ, Humphries K, Austin PC, Pilote L.
Effectiveness of statins for secondary prevention in elderly patients after acute myocardial infarction: an evaluation of class effect.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15851712

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16442354

See: Essebag, Vidal (Essebag V et al).

See: Huynh, Thao (Gitman MR et al).

See: Huynh, Thao (Saririan M et al).

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**


Review Article PubMed: 15846255


Review Article PubMed: 15653013

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**


Chapter ISBN: 0824757955

**Pineau, Christian A**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16331804


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15818653

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Clarke, Ann Elaine (Panopalis P et al).

*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the...
Posner, Barry Innis

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Li C, Baquiran G, Gu F, Tremblay ML, Fazel A, Bergeron JJ, Posner BI.
Insulin receptor kinase-associated phosphotyrosine phosphatases in hepatic endosomes: assessing the role of phosphotyrosine phosphatase-1B.
Endocrinology 147(2):912-8, 2006 [Published electronically in 2005].
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16269466
See: Lebrun, Jean-Jacques (Ho J et al).

Powell, William St. John

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Almishri W, Cossette C, Rokach J, Martin JG, Hamid Q, Powell WS.
Effects of prostaglandin D2, 15-deoxy-Delta12,14-prostaglandin J2, and selective DP1 and DP2 receptor agonists on pulmonary infiltration of eosinophils in Brown Norway rats.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 1590767
Chang CT, Jacobo SH, Powell WS, Lawson JA, Fitzgerald GA, Pratico D, Rokach J.
A new synthetic approach for 4(S)-hydroxycyclopent-2-enone: a precursor to prostanoid synthesis.
Peer-Reviewed Article doi:000231406400033
Jacobo SH, Adiyaman M, Chang CT, Kang NI, Powell WS, and Rokach J.
An efficient preparation of stereospecific b-Hydroxy nitriles.
Peer-Reviewed Article
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15780624
iPF2alpha-III-17,18,19,20-d4: total synthesis and metabolism.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15745808
Effects of prostaglandin D(2) and 5-lipoxygenase products on the expression of CD203c and CD11b by basophils.
J Pharmacol Exp Ther 312(2):627-34, 2005.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15388786

Review Articles, Invited Publications

Powell WS, Rokach J.
Biochemistry, biology and chemistry of the 5-lipoxygenase product 5-oxo-ETE.
Review Article PubMed: 15893379

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Powell WS.
Eicosanoids and the lung.
Chapter ISBN: 1550092367
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Powell, William St. John

Turkewitsch P, Masse R, Powell WS.

Molecular imprinting.


Qureshi, Salman Tahir

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Zhang X, Shan P, Qureshi ST, Homer R, Medzhitov R, Noble PW, Lee PJ.

Cutting Edge: Toll-like receptor 4 deficiency confers susceptibility to lethal oxidant lung injury.

Journal of Immunology 175:4834-8, 2005.

Rabbani, Shafaat Ahmed

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


A PSP94-derived peptide PCK3145 inhibits MMP-9 secretion and triggers CD44 cell surface shedding: implication in tumor metastasis.


Khalili P, Arakelian A, Chen G, Singh G, Rabbani SA.

Effect of Herceptin on the development and progression of skeletal metastases in a xenograft model of human breast cancer.


Pakneshan P, Szyf M, Rabbani SA.

Hypomethylation of urokinase (uPA) promoter in breast and prostate cancer: prognostic and therapeutic implications.


Pakneshan P, Szyf M, Rabbani SA.

Methylation and inhibition of expression of uPA by the RAS oncogene: divergence of growth control and invasion in breast cancer cells.


Regulation of parathyroid hormone-related peptide by estradiol: effect on tumor growth and metastasis in vitro and in vivo.


Rabbani SA, Shukeir N, Garde S, Wu JJ, Panchal C.

PCK-3145 - Prostate cancer therapy.


Shukeir N, Garde S, Wu JJ, Panchal C, Rabbani SA.

Prostate secretory protein of 94 amino acids (PSP-94) and its peptide (PCK3145) as potential therapeutic modalities for prostate cancer.


**Radzioch, Danuta**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


**Biological importance of the two Toll-like receptors, TLR2 and TLR4, in macrophage response to infection with Candida albicans.**


**Validation**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Dagenais A, Gosselin D, Guibault C, Radzioch D, Berthiaume Y.

**Modulation of epithelial sodium channel (ENaC) expression in mouse lung infected with Pseudomonas aeruginosa.**


Dagenais A, Gosselin D, Guibault C, Radzioch D, Berthiaume Y.

**NF-kappa B-mediated MyoD decay during muscle wasting requires nitric oxide synthase mRNA stabilization, HuR protein, and nitric oxide release.**


**Di Marco S, Mazroui R, Dallaire P, Chittur S, Tenenbaum SA, Radzioch D, Marette A, Gallouzi IE.**

**Fragile X-related protein FXR1P regulates proinflammatory cytokine tumor necrosis factor expression at the post-transcriptional level.**


**Guibault C, Martin P, Houle D, Boghdady ML, Guiot MC, Marion D, Radzioch D.**

**Cystic fibrosis lung disease following infection with Pseudomonas aeruginosa in Cfr knockout mice using novel non-invasive direct pulmonary infection technique.**


**Moisan J, Camateros P, Thuraisingam T, Marion D, Koohsari H, Martin P, Boghdady ML, Ding A, Gaestel M, Guiot MC, Martin JG, Radzioch D.**

**TLR7 ligand prevents allergen-induced airway hyperresponsiveness and eosinophilia in allergic asthma by a MYD88-dependent and MK2-independent pathway.**


**Xu YZ, Di Marco S, Gallouzi I, Rola-Pleszczynski M, Radzioch D.**

**RNA-binding protein HuR is required for stabilization of SLC11A1 mRNA and SLC11A1 protein expression.**


**Rahme, Elham**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


**Modifiable factors predicting patient survival in elderly kidney transplant recipients.**

Rahme E, Choquette D, Beaulieu M, Bessette L, Joseph L, Toubouti Y, LeLorier J.
Impact of a general practitioner educational intervention on osteoarthritis treatment in an elderly population.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 16271911

Rahme E, Ghosn J, Dasgupta K, Rajan R, Hudson M.
Association between frequent use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and breast cancer.
BMC Cancer 5:159, 2005 [Electronic publication].
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16343343
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Rajen, Raghu Dhruva *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 16289909

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Rahme, Elham (Rahme E et al).

Rao, Yong

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15582780


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16322525


Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15951852
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Rauch, Joyce

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

René, Pierre *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials
See: Lalonde, Richard G (Smith GH et al).

See: Loo, Vivian Grace (Loo VG et al).

See: Routy, Jean-Pierre (Boulassel MR et al).

Rocheleau, Christian E

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Rosenberg, Lawrence

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


Rosenblatt, David Sidney

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


Routy, Jean-Pierre

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*
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Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15867491
See: Falutz, Julian Michael (Falutz J et al).

See: Lalonde, Richard G (Smith GH et al).

Saleh, Maya
Status **

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15987939

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15953545

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16210526

Sami, Magdi Hanna
Status **

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 1559722

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16169368

Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15670555
**Sampalis, John Sotirios**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Lavoie A, Moore L, LeSage N, Liberman M, Sampalis JS.
*The Injury Severity Score or the New Injury Severity Score for predicting intensive care unit admission and hospital length of stay?*


Liberman M, Farooki N, Lavoie A, Mulder DS, Sampalis JS.
*Clinical evaluation of the spine in the intoxicated blunt trauma patient.*


Liberman M, Labos C, Sampalis JS, Sheiner NM, Mulder DS.
*Ten-year surgical experience with nontraumatic pericardial effusions: a comparison between the subxyphoid and transthoracic approaches to pericardial window.*


Liberman M, Mulder DS, Jurkovich GJ, Sampalis JS.
*The association between trauma system and trauma center components and outcome in a mature regionalized trauma system.*


Moore L, Lavoie A, LeSage N, Liberman M, Sampalis JS, Bergeron E, Abdous B.
*Multiple imputation of the Glasgow Coma Score.*


*Effect of oral glucosamine on cartilage degradation in a rabbit model of osteoarthritis.*


**Schurr, Erwin A**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Di Pietrantonio T, Schurr E.
*Mouse models for the genetic study of tuberculosis susceptibility.*


Kahler AK, Persson AS, Sanchez F, Kallstrom H, Apt AS, Schurr E, Lavebratt C.
*A new coding mutation in the Tnf-alpha leader sequence in tuberculosis-sensitive I/St mice causes higher secretion levels of soluble TNF-alpha.*


*Ethiopia: between Sub-Saharan Africa and western Eurasia.*


*Alleles of the NRAMP1 gene are risk factors for pediatric tuberculosis disease.*


*Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the**
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Variants of the SFTPA1 and SFTPA2 genes and susceptibility to tuberculosis in Ethiopia.  
Hum Genet 118(6):752-9, 2006 [Published electronically in 2005].  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16292672

Poon AH, Laprise C, Lemire M, Hudson TJ, Schurr E.  
NRAMP1 is not associated with asthma, atopy, and serum immunoglobulin E levels in the French Canadian population.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15988535

Ranque B, Alcais A, Thuc NV, Woynard S, Thai VH, Huong NT, Ba NN, Khoa PX, Schurr E, Abel L.  
A recessive major gene controls the mitsuda reaction in a region endemic for leprosy.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16170767

Alcais A, Mira M, Casanova JL, Schurr E, Abel L.  
Genetic dissection of immunity in leprosy.  
Review Article  PubMed: 15653309

Schwab, Andreas Josef  
Status **  
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials  
Salamand A, Schwab AJ, Merhi Y, Perrault LP, Simard A, Dupuis J.  
Effect of sternotomy and extracorporeal circulation on pulmonary neutrophil kinetics in pigs.  
Basic Res Cardiol 101(2):133-9, 2006 [Published electronically in 2005].  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16369728

Schwartzman, Kevin Jeremy  
Status **  
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials  
Adams A, Schwartzman K.  
Pneumothorax then and now.  
Peer-Reviewed Article

Tuberculosis surveillance among new immigrants in Montreal.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16104631

Schwartzman K, Oxlade O, Barr RG, Grimard F, Acosta I, Baez J, Ferreira E, Melgen RE, Morose W, Salgado AC,  
Jacquet V,  
Maloney S, Laserson K, Mendez AP, Menzies D.  
Domestic returns from investment in the control of tuberculosis in other countries.  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16148286

See: Behr, Marcel A (Scott AN et al).

See: Behr, Marcel A (Somerville W et al).

See: Bourbeau, Jean (Gadoury MA et al).
Seidman, Ernest G *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Des Roches A, Paradis L, Singer S, Seidman E.
*An allergic reaction to peanut in an exclusively breastfed infant.*
Allergy 60(2):266-7, 2005.

Fiocchi C, Cucchiara S, Czinn SJ, Grand RJ, Levine AD, Seidman EG.

Guilhon de Araujo Sant'Anna AM, Dubois J, Miron MC, Seidman EG.
*Wireless capsule endoscopy for obscure small-bowel disorders: final results of the first pediatric controlled trial.*


Peretti N, Roy CC, Drouin E, Seidman E, Brochu P, Casimir G, Levy E.
*Abnormal intracellular lipid processing contributes to fat malabsorption in cystic fibrosis patients.*

Silva MA, Menezes J, Deslandres C, Seidman EG.
*Anti-inflammatory role of interleukin-15 in Crohn’s disease.*

Trudel K, Sinnett D, James RW, Delvin E, Amre D, Seidman E, Levy E.
*Iron-ascorbic acid-induced oxidant stress and its quenching by paraoxonase 1 in HDL and the liver: comparison between humans and rats.*

Sewitch, Maida Jane

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Sewitch MJ, Blais R, Rahme E, Bexton B, Galarneau S.
*Pharmacologic response to depressive disorders among adolescents.*
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Sheppard, Donald C

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Filler SG, Yeaman MR, Sheppard DC.
*Tumor necrosis factor inhibition and invasive fungal infections.*

*Effects of ploidy and mating type on virulence of Candida albicans.*

Monroy F, Sheppard DC.
*Tafl: a class II transposon of Aspergillus fumigatus.*

Park H, Myers CL, Sheppard DC, Phan QT, Sanchez AA, JEE, Filler SG.
*Role of the fungal Ras-protein kinase A pathway in governing epithelial cell interactions during oropharyngeal candidiasis.*

Shustik, Chaim

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Andermann F, Andermann E.
*Familial temporal lobe epilepsy as a presenting feature of choreoacanthocytosis.*

*International staging system for multiple myeloma.*

Siegel, Peter Michael

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Gupta GP, Minn AJ, Kang Y, Siegel PM, Serganova I, Cordon-Cardo C, Olshen AB, Gerald WL, Massague J.
*Identifying Site-specific Metastasis Genes and Functions.*

Minn AJ, Gupta GP, Siegel PM, Bos PD, Shu W, Giri DD, Viale A, Olshen AB, Gerald WL, Massague J.
*Genes that mediate breast cancer metastasis to lung.*
**Sinnreich, Michael**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

Sinnreich M, Shaw CA, Pari G, Nalbantoglu J, Holland PC, Karpati G. 
*Localization of coxsackie virus and adenovirus receptor (CAR) in normal and regenerating human muscle.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16014330

*Review Articles, Invited Publications*

Sinnreich M, Taylor BV, Dyck PJ.  
*Diabetic neuropathies. Classification, clinical features, and pathophysiological basis.*  
Review Article  PubMed: 15733329

**Sladek, Robert** *

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

See: Rosenberg, Lawrence  (Jamal AM et al).

**Smilovitch, Mark**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

See: Kimoff, Richard John  (Bradley TD et al).

See: Kimoff, Richard John  (Series F et al).

**Sniderman, Allan David**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

Sniderman AD, Rosenbloom M.  
*If apoB is so good, why isn't everybody measuring it? One reason why we need The Netherlands Journal of Medicine!*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 16011018

*Review Articles, Invited Publications*

Stein EA, Sniderman A, Laskarzewski P.  
*Assessment of reaching goal in patients with combined hyperlipidemia: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, non-high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, or apolipoprotein B.*  
Review Article  PubMed: 16291013

**Solymoss, Susan**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

*Prospective evaluation of health-related quality of life in patients with deep venous thrombosis.*  
Peer-Reviewed Article  PubMed: 15911732

* Note: Publications for investigators with an asterisk are based on PubMed search only and have not been validated with the...
Solymoss, Susan


*Predictors of the post-thrombotic syndrome during long-term treatment of proximal deep vein thrombosis.*


Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15733061

Stevenson, Mary Margaret

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Ing R, Gros P, Stevenson MM.

*Interleukin-15 enhances innate and adaptive immune responses to blood-stage malaria infection in mice.*


PubMed: 15845528

Su Z, Segura M, Morgan K, Loredo-Osti JC, Stevenson MM.

*Impairment of protective immunity to blood-stage malaria by concurrent nematode infection.*


PubMed: 15908382

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Urban B, Ing R, Stevenson MM.

*Early interactions between blood-stage plasmodium parasites and the immune system.*

In: Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology #297: Immunology and Immunopathogenesis of Malaria, pp 25-70, J. Langhorne (ed), Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2005.

PubMed: 1540257187

Sturgeon, Jeremy

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


*Consolidative abdominopelvic radiotherapy after surgery and carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy for epithelial ovarian cancer.*


PubMed: 15850909

Suissa, Samy

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


*Short-acting inhaled beta-2-agonists increased the mortality from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in observational designs.*


PubMed: 15549676

Huiart L, Ernst P, Ranouil X, Suissa S.

*Low-dose inhaled corticosteroids and the risk of acute myocardial infarction in COPD.*


PubMed: 15802336

Huiart L, Ernst P, Suissa S.

*Cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in COPD.*


PubMed: 16236937

Steinke JM, Sinaiko AR, Kramer MS, Suissa S, Chavers BM, Mauer M.

*The early natural history of nephropathy in Type 1 Diabetes: III. Predictors of 5-year urinary albumin excretion rate patterns in initially normoalbuminuric patients.*


PubMed: 15983218
Suissa, Samy

Bias in observational study of the effectiveness of nasal corticosteroids in asthma.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15805989

Viscoli CM, Brass LM, Kernan WN, Sarrel PM, Suissa S, Horwitz RI.
Estrogen therapy and risk of cognitive decline: results from the Women's Estrogen for Stroke Trial (WEST).
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15695976
See: Bernatsky, Sasha R (Bernatsky S et al).

See: Dial, Sandra (Dial S et al).

See: Gardiner, Robert John (Klein R et al).

Szego, Peter L *

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

The safety and usefulness of high-dose-rate endoluminal brachytherapy as a boost in the treatment of patients with esophageal cancer with external beam radiation with or without chemotherapy.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16199311
See: Barkun, Alan Nicholas (Chan G et al).

Takano, Tomoko

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

See: Cybulsky, Andrey Vladimir (Bijian K et al).

See: Cybulsky, Andrey Vladimir (Cybulsky AV et al).

See: Cybulsky, Andrey Vladimir (Cybulsky AV et al).

See: Cybulsky, Andrey Vladimir (Hao W et al).
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Tamblyn, Robyn M

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Non-participation bias in health services research using data from an integrated electronic prescribing project: the role of informed consent.

Contoyannis P, Hurley J, Grootendorst P, Jeon SH, Tamblyn R.
Estimating the price elasticity of expenditure for prescription drugs in the presence of non-linear price schedules: an illustration from Quebec, Canada.

Grad RM, Pluye P, Meng Y, Segal B, Tamblyn R.
Assessing the impact of clinical information-retrieval technology in a family practice residency.

Effect of a community oriented problem based learning curriculum on quality of primary care delivered by graduates: historical cohort comparison study.

A 5-year prospective assessment of the risk associated with individual benzodiazepines and doses in new elderly users.

The development and evaluation of an integrated electronic prescribing and drug management system for primary care.

Taylor LK, Kawasaki Y, Bartlett G, Tamblyn R.
Inappropriate prescribing practices: the challenge and opportunity for patient safety.
Healthc Q 8 Spec No:81-5, 2005.

See: Mayo, Nancy Elizabeth (Mayo NE et al).

**Review Articles, Invited Publications**

Poisant L, Pereira J, Tamblyn R, Kawasaki Y.
The impact of electronic health records on time efficiency of physicians and nurses: a systematic review.

**Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings**

A national knowledge translation exercise to create evidence-based policy, programs, and practice to promote seniors' independence.
In: The IHSPR Knowledge Translation Casebook, CIHR (ed), Ottawa, Canada: CIHR, 2005.
### Tamblyn, Robyn M

**Drug utilization patterns.**


### Tonin, Patricia Natascia

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Arcand SL, Provenceher D, Mes-Masson AM, Tonin PN.

*OGG1 Cys326 variant, allelic imbalance of chromosome band 3p25.3 and TP53 mutations in ovarian cancer.*


**PubMed: 16211227**

Presneau N, Dewar K, Forgetta V, Provenceher D, Mes-Masson AM, Tonin PN.

*Loss of heterozygosity and transcriptome analyses of a 1.2 Mb candidate ovarian cancer tumor suppressor locus region at 17q25.1-q25.2.*


**PubMed: 15937959**

Presneau N, Shen Z, Provenceher D, Mes-Masson AM, Tonin PN.

*Identification of novel variant, 1484delG in the 3’UTR of H3F3B, a member of the histone 3B replacement family, in ovarian tumors.*


**PubMed: 15870878**

See: Hudson, Thomas J (Ouellet V et al).

### Tsoukas, Christos Michael

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*Impact of therapeutic immunization on HIV-1 viremia after discontinuation of antiretroviral therapy initiated during acute infection.*


**PubMed: 16028129**


*Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 genomic RNA sequences in the female genital tract and blood: compartmentalization and intrapatient recombination.*


**PubMed: 15596829**

Tsoukas C, Eyster ME, Shingo S, Mukhopadhyay S, Giallella KM, Curtis SP, Reicin AS, Melian A.

*Evaluation of the efficacy and safety of etoricoxib in the treatment of hemophilic arthropathy.*


**PubMed: 16291600**

See: Bernard, Nicole Flore (Makedonas G et al).
Tsoukas, Christos Michael

See: Hatzakis, George E (Sirois S et al).

**Turcotte, Bernard**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*


*A human-curated annotation of the Candida albicans genome.*


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 16103911

--

Hellauer K, Lesage G, Sdicu AM, Turcotte B.

*Large-scale analysis of genes that alter sensitivity to the anticancer drug tirapazamine in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.*


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 16061773

--


*Candida albicans zinc cluster protein Upc2p confers resistance to antifungal drugs and is an activator of ergosterol biosynthetic genes.*


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15855491

**Unikowsky, Bernard**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*


*Does aggressive hydration reverse the effects of pneumoperitoneum on renal perfusion?*


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 16362475

**Vidal, Silvia Marina**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*


*Epistasis between mouse Klra and major histocompatibility complex class I loci is associated with a new mechanism of natural killer cell-mediated innate resistance to cytomegalovirus infection.*


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15895081

--

**Vigano, Antonio Angelo Luciano**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*

Fainsinger RL, Nekolaichuk CL, Lawlor PG, Neumann CM, Hanson J, Vigano A.

*A multicenter study of the revised Edmonton Staging System for classifying cancer pain in advanced cancer patients.*


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15781173

- NV

**Ward, Brian James**

*Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials*


*A novel intranasal Protollin-based measles vaccine induces mucosal and systemic neutralizing antibody responses and cell-mediated immunity in mice.*


Peer-Reviewed Article

PubMed: 15661386

--
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Ward, Brian James

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


White, John Howard *
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**White, John Howard**


*Large-scale in silico and microarray-based identification of direct 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 target genes.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16002434

---

**Wild, Gary Edward**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**

Drozdowski L, Woudstra T, Wild G, Clandinin MT, Thomson AB.

*Dietary lipids modify the age-associated changes in intestinal uptake of fructose in rats.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15513953

---


*Treatment of ulcerative colitis with a humanized antibody to the alpha4beta7 integrin.*


Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report  
PubMed: 15958805

---

Iordache C, Drozdowski L, Clandinin MT, Wild G, Todd Z, Thomson AB.

*Treatment of suckling rats with GLP-2 plus dexamethasone increases the ileal uptake of fatty acids in later life.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15591587

---

Lordache C, Drozdowski LA, Clandinin MT, Wild G, Todd Z, Thomson AB.

*Lipid malabsorption persists after weaning in rats whose dams were given GLP-2 and dexamethasone.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16459926

---

Waschke KA, Villani AC, Vermeire S, Dufresne L, Chen TC, Bitton A, Cohen A, Thomson AB, Wild GE.

*Tumor necrosis factor receptor gene polymorphisms in Crohn's disease: association with clinical phenotypes.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15842589

See: Bitton, Alain (Daly MJ et al).

---

**Wing, Simon Sipen**

**Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials**


*Mice lacking the UBC4-testis gene have a delay in postnatal testis development but normal spermatogenesis and fertility.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 16024774

---

Combaret L, Adegoke OA, Bedard N, Baracos V, Attaix D, Wing SS.

*USP19 is a ubiquitin-specific protease regulated in rat skeletal muscle during catabolic states.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15562254

---

Liu Z, Oughtred R, Wing SS.

*Characterization of E3Histone, a novel testis ubiquitin protein ligase which ubiquitinates histones.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15787685

---

Mackenzie ML, Bedard N, Wing SS, Baracos VE.

*A proinflammatory tumor that activates protein degradation sensitizes rats to catabolic effects of endotoxin.*


Peer-Reviewed Article  
PubMed: 15941785

---
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Wing, Simon Sipen

BH3-ligand regulates access of MCL-1 to its E3 ligase.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16213503

Review Articles, Invited Publications

Wing SS.
Control of ubiquitination in skeletal muscle wasting.
Review Article PubMed: 16125111

Wood-Dauphinee, Sharon Lee

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Lambert HC, Abrahamowicz M, Groher M, Wood-Dauphinee S, Gisel EG.
The McGill ingestive skills assessment predicts time to death in an elderly population with neurogenic dysphagia: preliminary evidence.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16172821

Pagnotta A, Korner-Bitensky N, Mazer B, Baron M, Wood-Dauphinee S.
Static wrist splint use in the performance of daily activities by individuals with rheumatoid arthritis.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 16265691

Salbach NM, Mayo NE, Robichaud-Ekstrand S, Hanley JA, Richards CL, Wood-Dauphinee S.
The effect of a task-oriented walking intervention on improving balance self-efficacy poststroke: a randomized, controlled trial.
Peer-Reviewed Clinical Trial Report PubMed: 15817001


Review Articles, Invited Publications

Is stroke unit care portable? A systematic review of the clinical trials.
Review Article PubMed: 15955755

Chapters, Books, Conference Proceedings

Wood-Dauphinee S, Kwakkel G.
Evidence based stroke rehabilitation.
Chapter ISBN: 052182236X
Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials


See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Dasgupta, Kaberi (Dasgupta K et al).

See: Goldberg, Mark Steven (Goldberg MS et al).

Review Articles, Invited Publications


Pacaud D, Yale JF. Exploring a black hole: Transition from paediatric to adult care services for youth with diabetes. Paediatrics and Child Health 10(1):31-4, 2005. Review Article
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Yale, Jean-François

Oral antihyperglycemic agents and renal disease: new agents, new concepts.
Review Article PubMed: 15938025

Yale JF.
Determining ten-year cardiovascular risk. A broad-spectrum approach to risk management.
Review Article

Non-Refereed Articles, Institutional Publications

Ruddock B [Reviewed by Yale JF, Ur E].
Exenatide for the treatment of type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Non-Refereed Article

Yang, Xiang-Jiao

Peer-Reviewed Articles, Case Reports, Clinical Trials

Gregoire S, Tremblay AM, Xiao L, Yang Q, Ma K, Nie J, Mao Z, Wu Z, Giguere V, Yang XJ.
Control of MEF2 transcriptional activity by coordinated phosphorylation and sumoylation.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 16356933

Wang AH, Gregoire S, Zika E, Xiao L, Li CS, Li H, Wright KL, Ting JP, Yang XJ.
Identification of the ankyrin repeat proteins ANKRA and RFXANK as novel partners of class IIa histone deacetylases.
Peer-Reviewed Article PubMed: 15964851

See: Dewar, Ken (Nusbaum C et al).

Review Articles, Invited Publications

Yang XJ.
Multisite protein modification and intramolecular signaling.
Review Article PubMed: 15744326

Yang XJ, Gregoire S.
Class II histone deacetylases: from sequence to function, regulation, and clinical implication.
Review Article PubMed: 15798178
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